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The new Hoyt Axis. 
Raising the standards 
for recurve archery.

The new Axis’ advanced bridge design produces a strong, stiff riser for a

crisp in-the-hand feel and a release that’s one of the smoothest, quietest,

most shock-free you’ll ever experience. The riser is also engineered to be

slightly heavy at critical balance points for more stable aiming, reduced

vibration and absolute, consistent performance from shot to shot. Our

new solid locking limb system eliminates any limb shift that could rob

you of accuracy. Also new this year, we’ve reshaped the grip to give it a

thinner, more ergonomic feel

that eliminates torque and pro-

motes relaxed hand position. www.hoytusa.com

For more information on the entire Hoyt line, visit our web site at www.hoytusa.com or send $2.00 for a 2000 catalog to: Hoyt USA Catalog, 543 N. Neil Armstrong Rd., SLC, UT, 84116-2887 or call 801-363-2990. Hoyt bows are manufactured under

one or more of the following patents: 4,748,962; 5,020,507; 5,054,462; 5,495,843; 4,774,927; 5,678,529; 5,368,006; 5,682,871; 4,957,094; 4,819,608; 4,452,222; 4,060,066; and 4,241,715.

▼ New solid locking limb pocket

Hoyt’s new pocket system eliminates any limb shift by securely locking the limb.

Limb cap screw

Limb pocket

Limb dowel -
allows for tiller and limb
adjustment.

Limb

Limb adjustment washers -
allows limb alignment adjustments
without the worry of migration.

Lock down screw -
securely locks limb against 
dowel, eliminates movement.



You’re gonna love this issue. It’s hot, if we do say so ourselves. It is packed with
beauty, controversy, humor, and technobabble. Everything you want in a sport.
We should be committed . . . I mean we are so committed . . . to . . .

To You
We’ve been out there between issues – AMO, Louisville, Vegas, and others.
Thanks to those of you who stopped by the booth to say hello, renew subscrip-
tions, make suggestions, and chat. We picked up some wonderful new authors
this way. You don’t need to be shy with your feedback. You certainly don’t need
to wait until you see us at a shoot. Email us, fax, call, write – we want Archery
Focus to be the place where the Archery community connects.

To Our Technophile Readers
Please don’t panic when you read Michelle Ragsdale’s article. We will never
abandon our readers who love this sport for its endless supply of technical pos-
sibilities. There is no technical aspect of archery that daunts us. We do suggest
you read Michelle, though. And if you ever get a chance to watch her shoot,
well, she practices what she preaches.

To the Archery Community
Have you noticed our 100, 200, and 300 categories for articles? The 100 level is
the fundamentals for those of you just getting started. The 200 level is stuff you
should learn when you’ve been at it awhile, and the 300 level is a personality
profile test – you’ll learn a lot about yourself from whether your eyes glaze over
or you get really excited reading these articles.

Whether you’re a beginner or a pro, whether you bowhunt, or shoot FITA,
Field, Traditional, 3D, or make up your own style, we are committed to keeping
you informed.

To Archery
Archery is so beautiful. We realize
we can’t get all mushy about it,
but we love being able to share its
sheer beauty with you. Our
thanks to Karl Stolleis for this
month’s cover photo. Our thanks
to all of you who understand why
we feel the need to exalt, scruti-
nize, and share this sport.
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Archery Focus 
Now Available On Line!
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❑ Payment enclosed ❑ Charge my credit card (which is  ❑ VISA   ❑ Mastercard )

Card Number Expiration Date

m a g a z i n e
ArcheryFocus
techniques • traditional • bowhunting • 3D • field • instinctive • beginners • advanced • intermediate • recurve •
compound • FITA • bows • arrows • quivers • tabs • releases • stabilizers • target sights • scopes • apertures • wind
• rain • uphill • downhill • mental skills • practice routines • recurve equipment reviews • compound equipment
reviews • travel • diet • exercise and fitness • product news • world championships • Olympics • NAA • shooter’s
schools • brace height • feathers • vanes • arrow building • string making •  buying bows • setting up bows • bow
tuning • more bow tuning • clickers • shooting indoors • shooting at home • shooting outdoors • camouflage • letoff
• cams • wheels • breathing • anatomy • back tension • shot dynamics • servings • nocking points • nocks • target
mats • binoculars • spotting scopes • bow limbs • string materials • arrow  rests • hunting sights • coaching • coach-
ing children • anchor points • finger positions • draw weight • draw length • fletching • stance • sight leveling •
sports psychology • visualization • competition • preparation • range estimation • paper tuning • cable guards •
slumps • focussing • concentration • timing • routine • stress • nerves • target panic • tiller • fistmeles • draw-force
curves • broadheads • form • tips • grips • shafts • computers • blank bales • . . .

If it helps you become a better archer, it’s in Archery Focus magazine!
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City State
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Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art 
of Winning“

The $24.95 fee includes postage within the
United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his
30+ year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World
Championships. He has put the essence of archery in this
book with many photos and illustrations. Rick’s shooting
theory is really simple and to the point. All of his sugges-
tions will help you shoot better. If you are frustrated, tired of
chasing perfect shooting form, or cannot break your old high
score, you need to read this book! US$24.95

PMB , -A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA -

phone .. fax ..

Archery Focus magazine

The new
FX limb.

Introducing the new generation of

Hoyt limbs. The FX. Its new

unique limb design produces more

initial stored energy, which in

return delivers a faster energy

transfer for greater arrow speeds.

Plus, the FX maintains a smooth

pull through the critical “clicker

zone”, making it the fastest,

smoothest limb you will ever shoot.

www.hoytusa.com

For information, call (801)363-2990
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Who says you can’t have it all - speed and

accuracy? Not Easton. We’ve broken all the

barriers. Introducing the Redline™ all-carbon

composite target shaft with internal-fitting

components. Redline is extremely accurate

and super fast with amazingly tight 

straightness and weight tolerances. 

Lightweight, consistent wall thickness and

spine and the durability you expect from a 

carbon arrow. Redline uses the UNI system

and is compatible with A/C/C components. In

seven super-sonic sizes - from 360 to 780 spine.

5 0 4 0  H a r o l d  G a t t y  D r . , S a l t  L a k e  C i t y , U T  8 4 1 1 6 . w w w . e a s t o n a r c h e r y . c o m

Easton

has 

broken

another

barrier.

Easton

has 

broken

another

barrier.

Easton’s extraordinary C2 

manufacturing process, created from

remarkable advances in carbon

arrow technology, promises the 

ultimate performing carbon arrow.

For more information about Redline, visit your local archery dealer, or call Easton for a free brochure at 1-801-539-1400.



Do you really know how your broadheads are flying? Frightening
as it may sound, many bowhunters really don’t have a clue. All
too many archery enthusiasts are persuaded to buy the popular
head used in their area or recommended by a pro shop or maga-
zine. They assume that head will fly in synch with their practice
arrows because it weighs the same as their field points. This is,
more times than not, far from the truth. 

T here has been an age-old axiom, that if you shoot the
same weight of a field point as you do a hunting head,

they will fly nearly the same. This seemed for years to be
the sole criterion for switching over to broadheads. Twenty
plus years ago, I too, fell victim to this fallacy. The truth is,
the size and the shape of the broadhead affects arrow flight
by air dynamics more than by its weight. Matching point
weights is important, but it is only the first step in fine tun-
ing your hunting bow. You must practice with the actual
head that you will be hunting with to really know how it
will perform. If you don’t practice with it, you’re just guess-
ing where it will hit on a live animal. 

To practice, you need a backstop that will stop your
arrow, but not destroy your broadhead. Foam products,
such as The Block (sold by Field Logic, Inc.), work best and
are readily available to all archers. You can, instead, control
some of the cost by building your own targets. Purchase a
sheet of 2-inch thick rigid insulation from any lumberyard.
Just cut 2 foot or 3 foot squares and tape 3 layers together
(for thickness) with duct tape (see
photo). This will stop most shafts fired
out of today’s bows. If you already
own a 3-D target, you can also shoot a
broadhead into it. They work well as
they will stop your arrow without
destroying the broadhead. A simple
block of Styrofoam, big enough to pro-
vide a safe backstop, is another low
cost option for broadhead testing. You
can shoot that broadhead over and
over for practice purposes, but once

you shoot it in practice, you
can never hunt with it,
without replacing the actual
razor blades. 

Several years ago I
wanted to shoot the biggest
broadhead I could buy on
the market. The theory for
me was, the bigger the
head, the bigger the hole.
Bigger would have to be
better, right? When I prac-
ticed with that big head,
which was a full inch and a
half cut, I found I had to
always make a pin adjust-
ment. I could shoot some-
what of a group, but it
would be several inches high and to the right. I then began
testing heads I had used in the previous years and found
that they all shot groups but at different locations on the tar-
get.

Frustrated, I called and talked with long time broad-
head expert Bob Barrie of Rocky Mountain Broadheads.
Bob assured me that my problems were common to most
archers. Bob told me that the size of the hole is not nearly as
important as hitting your mark. Bob also believes being able

to switch from a field point to a broad-
head with the same accuracy will pro-
duce more kills for the bowhunter. Bob
graciously sent me one of every broad-
head he was producing, to use in my
own test patterns. Here is what I
found. First, what works for one
bowhunter doesn’t work for the next. Each
archer releases differently, especially
finger shooters. The way we grip our
bows, release, and follow through are
somewhat unique to each individual.

B O W H U N T I N G
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BROADHEADS
VS

FIELD POINTS
by Robin Klemme



After testing many different shapes and sizes, I
found that the smaller the head, the better arrow
flight I received. This got me to thinking that if I
could shoot my broadhead, and it would fly
identical to my field points then I could enter the
hunting grounds with greater confidence. It took
several shots with different heads to find the one
that matched my style of shooting and my equipment. 

T oday I shoot quite differently from what I did twenty
years ago. I was then an archer who was interested in

speed, speed, speed like so many are today. There is little
doubt that speed has its advantages in the controlled shoot-
ing at 3-D ranges. The big problem is, that when hunting,
you no longer have a controlled atmosphere. What works
on the practice range is different from what works in the
field. On the range, you can usually control your execution
of the shot, select your stance, draw at will, and control
your shot’s release and your followthrough. In hunting sit-
uations, there are always variables that interfere with con-
trol of the shot. They range from heavy clothing, brush and
twig obstacles, shooting at
angles or from footing that
leaves you off balance, to
moving target positions and
a shortage of time to execute
your shot.

You may it find it beneficial to reduce your bow’s draw
weight and increase arrow weight, both of which will cost
you arrow speed. Speed is less important in hunting as it
usually adds to bow noise and magnifies errors in your
shooting form. This may cause you to rethink your hunting
equipment.

Many archers have found that the new, “open-on-
impact” style of head flies well for high-speed shooters.
These broadheads prove my old theory that air
dynamics plays the bigger role in broadhead
flight. The blades fold into the ferrule resulting
in a very small area to contact wind and cause
planing. I still recommend a helical or slightly
offset straight fletch with this style of head.
Although these heads have gained popularity,
most hunters still prefer traditional style broad-
heads of three or four fixed blades. So, what can
you do to tune your equipment when you
switch from field points to broadheads? Here is
a simple five-step method.

• If you’re not shooting helical fletching,
you’re off to a bad start. Although a few
bowhunters will argue the point, it’s difficult to
stabilize a broadhead without spinning the
shaft through the air. Helical fletching may
cause some problems with arrow rest clearance
if you shoot small diameter shafts. Switching to
feathers may cure this problem, as they are
more forgiving regarding contact with arrow
rests.

• Lighter weight shafts and broadheads

will be affected more by crosswinds and poor releases.
Anything an archer does out of form becomes magnified
downrange. Reducing speed by using a heavier shaft and
point will actually help because of the uncontrollable fac-
tors that occur at the moment of release.

• Reducing the size of your broadhead will cause far
less wind planing. If you’re using an inch and a quarter cut,
try going to an inch and an eighth. The head may look small
at first, but has proven beyond any doubt that it will per-
form on big game. Remember it’s far more important to hit
your mark in the vitals than to cut an extra vein or two out-
side the vitals. Smaller heads are less affected by air move-
ment in flight. Smaller heads will almost always fly better
for every archer. Still, you need to practice with at least one
razorhead from your stock prior to heading afield. If you

determine that you need high arrow
speeds for hunting, then open-on-
impact broadheads may be your
only option. 

• Check for broadhead clearance
against the riser. If your practice

points are pulled into the riser, such as is the case with an
overdraw, your broadheads may need to be rotated slightly
to allow clearance. This can be accomplished by heating the
insert gently and turning the broadhead with a broadhead
wrench. Shooting the same arrow length, weight, and size
is the ultimate goal in tuning your broadhead arrows and
matching them to your field tip practice arrows.

ARCHERY FOCUS Volume 4, Number 3, 2000 7

“You must practice with the actual head
that you will be hunting with to really
know how it will perform.”

“What works on the practice
range is different from what
works in the field.“

continued next page
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• Practice with the head you will be using in the field
by shooting into a Styrofoam or similar backstop.
Remember, even with identical equipment, each archer is
unique in his or her way of release, bow hand torque, and
followthrough. These differences will effect broadhead
flight in different ways from one shooter to the next.

If your razor heads require you to make pin adjustments
to fit your bow, it is time you make the equipment changes
to make your bow fit you. Remember that confidence in
your equipment plays a huge role in your success. If you are
guessing how your broadheads will fly, you have wasted all
your summer practice. We spend hundreds of dollars on
equipment and other toys for hunting, therefore ruining a
broadhead or two before hunting season on a practice tar-
get is a small price to pay when the result is a successful
hunt.

Robin Klemme has been an avid bowhunter for over 22 years. His
love of archery has taken him on annual adventures to hunt big
game. He has successfully hunted whitetails, black bear, mule deer,
antelope, caribou, and (his favorite) the majestic elk, all with bow
and arrow. Robin and his family operated a full-fledged archery
shop in the 1990s.

Robin is a full time carpenter who finds the time to write a
weekly outdoors column for the LeMars Daily Sentinel. He has
published numerous other archery and hunting related articles.

“Ruining a broadhead or two
before hunting season on a
practice target is a small price
to pay when the result is a 
successful hunt.”

continued from previous page



h u n t i n g

A warm-up prior to any physical activity is a necessity and
archery is no exception. A proper warm-up prepares your body
and your mind for archery practice and competition. 

Your coach has probably told you to develop a routine
before you shoot, maybe you listen to a certain song or

repeat a special phrase. You probably also perform a few
rudimentary exercises, some stretches and several “prac-
tice shots” with a Theraband. Is this enough? If you have
ever been to an international competition, you will notice
foreign teams performing a team warm-up. Are they on to
something? The answer is a definite “yes.” 

A warm-up provides both mental and physical prepa-
ration for your competition or practice. A warm-up should
start with light aerobic activity. This prepares your muscles
for the upcoming activity by increasing the heart rate slow-

ly and increasing the blood flow to the muscles. Increased
blood flow increases the delivery of oxygen to muscle tis-
sues and raises the temperature of the muscle. The light
activity should warm up both the upper and the lower
body for archery. Once the temperatures of the muscles
and the body are raised to safe levels, a series of stretches
should be performed on all of the major muscle groups.
Stretching activates the muscle fibers and maximizes your
range of motion. Maximum range of motion of the upper
body is very important for a perfectly executed archery
draw sequence. Finally, finish off your warm-up with
Theraband practice shots.

Your warm-up routine tells your body it is getting
ready to shoot your bow for practice or competition. A
warm muscle is more pliable and less likely to suffer from
repetitive stress injuries common in a sport like archery. In
addition, a warm-up provides your brain with a consistent
pre-activity mental routine, honing in on the task at hand

and sharpening your focus. 

A Warm-up for Archery
Practice and Competition
This warm-up provides light
aerobic activity with a series of
stretches of the lower body fol-
lowed by a complete upper
body warm-up including
archery specific exercises. The
complete warm-up takes ten to
fifteen minutes.

Aerobic
Move through each step with-
out stopping or pausing. Repeat
the entire three-step sequence
three times. Tip The following
warm-ups include both upper and lower body movements
in each exercise. This saves time and ensures a complete
warm-up of the entire body. 

Step One – Marches March in place for a count of thirty.
Count each time you march with your right foot. Make
sure you lift your knees and pump your arms. Maintain a

A R C H E R Y  F I T N E S S

ARCHERY FOCUS Volume 4, Number 3, 2000

Warming Up for
Practice and Competition

by Annette M. Musta

Marches

Box Jacks Box Jacks

“Keeping your body warm is
a key to preventing injuries
and improving your shot.”

continued next page
9
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steady, moderate beat. 
Step Two – Box Jacks (modified jumping jacks) Stand

with your feet together and
your arms bent in front of
your face. Jump your feet
out while opening your
arms for a count of one.
Return to starting position.
Complete twenty box jacks.
Step Three – Plie Squats with
Upper Body

Part One Stand with your
feet far apart, toes and knees
facing out, arms straight
down in front of you. Bend
your knees to plie (plie
means “to bend” in French
and is a ballet move) and at
the same time bend your arms to complete a biceps curl.
Complete seven plies with biceps curls. 

Part Two Perform the plie the same way but substitute
military presses for the biceps curl. Complete seven plies

with military press.

Lower Body Stretches
Perform this sequence of
lower body stretches after you
have completed three circuits
of the aerobic warm-ups.

Hamstring Stretch Stand on
your left leg with your right
leg stretched out in front of
you, toes up with only your
heel touching the ground.
Bend your left knee and bend
slightly forward at the waist.
You should feel a gentle
stretch in the back of your
right leg (your hamstring).

Hold for a count of ten. Repeat on the left side.
Quadriceps Stretch Stand on your left leg,

bend your right leg behind you at the knee
and grasp your foot with your right hand
(hold onto a chair for stabilization). Hold this
position for a count of ten. You should feel
the stretch in the front of your bent leg.
Repeat on the left side.

Calf Stretch Stand with your feet together.
Step your right foot out in front of you, bend
your knee slightly and push the heel of your
back foot into the ground. Feel the stretch in
the calf muscles of your back leg. Hold for a
count of ten. Repeat on the other side.

Upper Body Warm-up and Stretches
Tip Never force a stretch. A stretch should be
comfortable. If you feel pain, stop immedi-
ately.

Shoulder Circles With your
arms held loosely at your
sides, circle your shoulders
backwards alternating ten
fast circles and five slow cir-
cles. Next, perform ten fast
shoulder circles and five
slow shoulder circles rotat-
ing your shoulders forwards.
Repeat the sequence two
times. Tip Do not swing your
arms in circles, the move-
ment should be limited to the
shoulders only. Swinging the
arms places a large amount
of stress on the shoulder and
the rotator cuff and could cause premature fatigue and
injury.

Wrist Circles Circle your hands flexing at the wrist ten
times one direction, then ten
times the other direction.

Shoulder Stretch Cross your
right arm over the front of your
body and grasp your right arm
with your left hand at the elbow.
Gently push your right arm
towards your body, stretching
the shoulder muscles of your
right arm. Hold for ten, repeat on
the left side. Perform this stretch
at least twice on each side.

Upper Back Stretch Clasp your
hands in front of your body,
palms facing away from you.
Push your hands forward feeling
the stretch in your upper back
and shoulders. Hold for a count
of ten. Clasp your hands behind
your back, palms facing towards
you. Push your hands away from

you, gently
stretching your
upper back. Hold
for a count of ten.
Repeat both
stretches three times.

Theraband Hold the loose ends of the
Theraband in your bow hand, grasp the
loop of the Theraband with your draw fin-
gers of your right hand. (Release archers
should simulate a finger release, finger
release archers should mimic their normal
draw.) Slowly pull back to full draw, hold
for a count of three, then slowly “let down”.
Do not release as if shooting an arrow.
Repeat five times, then switch sides. Finally,
practice drawing and releasing your
Theraband as you would your bow.

Plie Squats with Biceps Curl

Hamstring Stretch

Calf Stretch

Quadriceps Stretch

Shoulder Stretch

Upper Back Stretch



Perform five practice “shots.”
Important It is your responsibility to make sure you do

not hit anyone with the Theraband on your practice shots!
The Theraband can cause serious eye injury if it hits anoth-
er person. Never draw your Theraband near anther person.
Tip Use a light weight Theraband for the stretches and
practice shots. If you prefer, repeat with a heavier weight
Theraband. 

You are now warmed up and ready for competition or
practice. Your warm-up does not have to be limited to the
start of your
archery day. You
should warm-up
again after lunch
or anytime there
is a break in the activity. If you are waiting twenty minutes
between ends for scoring and other delays during compe-
tition, perform a mini-warmup. Do some arm circles, some
m i l i t a r y
presses and
some biceps
curls. Repeat
the stretches.
Use your
T h e r a b a n d
before you
return to the
line. Keeping

your body warm is a key to preventing injuries and
improving your shot.
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Annette Musta is a certified personal trainer who owns and
operates her own business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pensylvania. She has been shooting for 24 years, but not seri-
ously (she says) until the last five years. She has been a profes-
sional ballet dancer (which is why she is known around the
ARCO Training Center as “the dancer”) and is currently a
licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive Director of the
Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school age children
with athletes training for international competition.

Archers Worldwide Are
Enjoying the Benefits of

ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE

THE ONLINE EDITION
at www.archeryfocus.com

Would your outdoor/wildlife magazine benefit from having an Online Edition?
Would your readers like the same benefits readers of Archery Focus magazine are enjoying now?
Benefits such as -

• Early access to the latest editions! • Access to an archive of back editions!
• No overseas postage! • No delays for overseas shipping!
• Hyperlinks to websites associated • Product/equipment profiles with the

with each article! ability to buy online!
For more information about our service and simple software interface that gives you complete
control over your own Online Edition, contact-

I N N O V A T I V E W E B C O N C E P T S ,  I N C

www.ezpics.com ...

The Developer of  Archery Focus  magazine The Online Edition

Theraband Exercises

“You should warm-up again
after lunch or anytime there is
a break in the activity.”
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It’s a funny thing, most tournament directors don’t seem to notice
you are stuck out shooting in the rain, since they are sitting under
comfy tents. Throw low temperatures into the mix and a weekend
can drag on for a very long time. Being a professional photograph-
er who shoots a lot of sporting events, I have observed that very few
events get canceled due to simple rain. There usually has to be life
threatening danger, like lightning, involved in a postponement or
cancellation. Trying to keep several thousand dollars worth of cam-
eras dry and functioning has taught me a thing or two about fend-
ing off bad weather. I have tried to apply the same ideas to my
archery with some slight modifications.

The prerequisite for surviving bad weather is preparation.
Preparation starts during practice sessions. Teammates

of Tiger Woods once asked him, while he was at Stanford,
why he went out and practiced in the wind and rain. He said,
“One day I am going to play in the British Open and I will
need to be ready for the conditions.” Not only will practicing
on the days that might have you labeled as
insane by your fellow club members prepare
you mentally, but it will also allow you to sort
out your rain gear and get used to shooting in
it. Tournament day is not a good day for sur-
prises.

The first thing you need is a good rain
suit. Considering how much money the aver-
age archer spends on gear in a single year,
now is not the time to get stingy. Also, a good
rain suit will last you for years if it is properly
maintained. Cheap vinyl suits that you can
find for 30 bucks should be forgotten about
now; here’s why. In cold weather, they are
fine. When the temperature gets up above 70
degrees you will find that you sweat in the
suit and, by the end of the day you are soaked
as though you had had nothing on at all. That
‘clammy’ feeling is unsettling to me. There are
some wonderful synthetic fibers out there, up
to and including Gore-Tex™ (which is expen-

sive but, . . .). The wonderful thing about most of these fibers
is they are designed to “breathe.” This doesn’t mean they
have lungs; it means they allow water vapor to pass freely,
but keep liquids out. That means your perspiration is

allowed to pass out, but rain can’t come in. The place to find
these suits is outdoor sport stores. They sell the styles of suits
that are designed for active use and will be the most durable
and best constructed. A feature that should be considered for
times when it gets even warmer is commonly known as ‘pit
zips.’ A lot of jackets have zippers under the arms (in the arm
pits) which can be opened up when the temperature rises
and since they are on the underside of the arms, the rain still
stays out. Pants are all pretty much the same, so just find
some that are comfortable.

R E C U R V E  T E C H  2 0 0

Rain...
I Hate Rain!

Rain...
I Hate Rain!

by Karl Stolleis

“You need to get all your gear
together and shoot in the rain!”

If you are prepared for shooting in the rain, every rainy shoot will have a little bit of rain-
bow in it. (Photo Credit–Grant W. Goodge, NOAA Photo Library)
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Special considerations for archers rain suits are fit and fit.
Most rain jackets are cut big to layer warmer clothes under
them, so don’t be surprised if you end up picking out a jack-
et one size smaller than you usually wear. Pay special atten-
tion to the fit of the arms because you want them to be loose
enough to draw properly but snug enough that your string
clears the sleeve of your bow arm. Keep in mind that a chest
protector and arm guard will help keep your string clear of
your jacket, even if you don’t normally wear either one. 

Here is also the time to consider footwear. Spending the
day slogging about in wet socks is not my idea of fun.
Waterproof footwear is easy to find these days and the same
ideas about breathability that applied to your rain suit apply
here. The only other consideration might be whether you
need something that could stand up to the mud you might
find on a field or 3-D course. The traction needed to get
around these ranges might be something else to figure into
your choice.

The last thing I consider important in the clothing
department is a good hat. If you are a recurve shooter a brim
that clears the string or moves easily out of the way is neces-
sary. Water dripping into your eyes can be rather annoying
while you are trying to aim. You get the picture.

The various and sundry list, aside from clothing includes
such items as towels, plastic trash bags, duct tape, and a
small spay can of WD-40 and light oil (such as gun oil). Any
hardware store or thrift store can provide you with a cheap
source of small towels and don’t think you can have too
many with you. Plastic bags and tape can easily be assembled
into covers for your spotting scope and your tackle boxes.
They also come in handy if you forget your rain suit as I once
did. The WD-40 will help you at the end of the day get the
water out of the areas prone to rust (but realize that “WD”
stands for water dispersant – it is not oil or really a rust pre-
ventative - it just forces water out of an area). The oil is what
will help prevent rust in screw threads, etc. On screws that
don’t get used much (sight mount blocks, etc.) a coating of
string wax will help lubricate the threads as well as seal them

slightly to water.
Check them all
after a day in the
rain. A rusty
release could be
a real shock on

the second day of a tournament. It takes just a few hours for
carbon steel to develop a nice sheen of rust.

Umbrellas or tents are at best cumbersome items. Use
them if you must, but if your other gear is in order, you might
not notice the absence of an umbrella.

The last part of weather preparedness leads back to the
Tiger Woods comment. You need to get all your gear togeth-
er and shoot in the rain! If you have some small glitches to
sort out - like I have very little bow arm clearance, so I need
to make extra sure that my sleeve stays out of the way - its
better to do it in practice rather than at the next big tourna-
ment. The mental edge you will gain from knowing you can
shoot in bad weather will also be a huge advantage over the
folks just pulling their vinyl suits out of the package for the

first time as soon as the tournament director declares
inclement weather.

All my gear stays in my car so its ready to go when I need
it. When I do use it, thorough drying and careful repacking
makes sure that when I need it again its all ready to go.

Now, go learn to like the rain, or at least live with it, like
I do.

Karl Stolleis became intrested in archery at
age twelve after going through rehabilita-
tion for a dislocated elbow. Target archery
was soon discovered. He started college at
Texas A&M in the fall of 1986 and was
introduced to Olympic style archery. After
shooting for two years Karl took a ten year
hiatus. Then, in the spring of 1999 he
rediscovered the sport and found that ten
years of age and expericence has helped his shooting.  He was
recently added to the Hoyt National Shooting Staff and is look-
ing forward to catching up with even more of his old friends as
well as meeting new ones and figuring out how to shoot plastic
foam animals as well as FITA with a compound bow.

“Special considerations
for archers rain suits
are fit and fit.”
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Separating Coach And Parent Roles
Of all the elements of coaching your child, separating your
role as coach from your role as parent seems to be the hard-
est for all of us. I know that I have had a tough time with
this myself. More than one dinner has been disrupted
because of my behavior after a poor workout. As with any
element of coaching your child, this is an area that needs
constant focus and work by the parent. As a coach I must
create an atmosphere that is separate from that of being a
parent, one that is easily identified by the child. I was forced
to get better at this. It was either change or my wife was
going to take the bows to my head. I am much happier now
that I have found that happy medium between being a
coach and being a parent.

The best way to
accomplish this is for you
to sit down with your child
before the activity starts
and discuss the difference
between being a coach and
being a parent. Commun-
icate what will be expected
of them as an athlete and
let them know that when
you leave the range, gym,
or field, you will drop the
athletic coach role and
become the parent again. If
children know what is
expected of them, the only
thing that will happen is

your trying to come to grips with how amazing they can be.
Make it known to your children that no matter how

hard “the coach” pushes or how high his or her expecta-
tions are, “the parent” is always there and loves them more
than the world itself. One way I have found to illustrate this
well is to go have some fun at each event. We used to trav-

el completely across the country and not see anything other
than the archery range itself. Now, each time we go some-
where, we try to find something interesting or fun to go do
that has nothing to do with the sport. This creates a feeling
of adventure and bonding between the child and parent,
and allows you to separate “the coach” from “the parent”
each trip.

If you can master this aspect of separation of coach and
parent early in the process, you and your child will always
come away from this adventure with warm and positive
feelings.

Developing The Same Level Of Commitment
Developing the same level of commitment is an absolute in
maintaining this relationship long term. As time goes on,
this will become the most important aspect to stay on top of.
It will require constant communication on the subject. The
parent can’t want it more than the child. When this does
happen it is one of the ugly aspects of the child/athlete and
parent/coach relationship.

S P E C I A L  F E AT U R E

Coaching Your 
Child to Success

by Lyle Stratton

Author Lyle Stratton has coached his 14-year-old daughter, Anna Maria Stratton, since she started shooting archery at the age of six.
She has won numerous National Championships and has broken, or tied, five National Records in her short career, most recently she
has won three national championships, a world championship, and a win at the Vegas shoot—all in the month of March!

Without Losing Your Child

“You and your child must agree
on what the objective is."
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As a parent/coach we can provide our children with
enough information to make informed and intelligent deci-
sions, without creating expectations that will diminish their
drive to excel. I started this process as soon as
my daughters were old enough to communi-
cate. They have been told their whole lives that
anything they could dream, they could accom-
plish. They were encouraged to take chances
and put themselves in positions to win at every
situation. With this, my children have never
been afraid to compete or win.

I have seen parents “burn out” prior to
their child more times than the other way
around. A burned-out parent/coach will find it
extremely easy to help their child find excuses
not to train and not to compete. They then can
blame their child’s dropping out on the sport
changing, the rules changing, and — the num-
ber one reason — hormones. I feel that this last
excuse is a cop out by the parents. There are
many children that maintain a long-term com-
mitment to a sport and they have those very
same hormones. 

The first step in developing the same level
of commitment is for the child and
parent/coach to sit down and write goals.
Questions you may want to address are: “Are
we working to be the best in the world?” or “Are we doing
this just for fun and the opportunity to learn how to win,
lose, and compete?” You and your child must agree on what
their objective is. Secondly, you must agree, and commit to,
a training schedule and tournament schedule that will
allow steps to be taken to accomplish the goals you have
written. Financial considerations must be examined to
make sure you can live up to your commitment prior to this
discussion.

Next, you must lay out guidelines with your child with
regard to what they need to do to have these opportunities
provided to them. My children must maintain a certain
grade point average at school, maintain a high level of men-
tal and physical training, and continue to be good people
with great attitudes. I have cancelled tournaments at the last
moment in the past, due to one of the aforementioned
requirements having not been met. You won’t have to do
this very many times before they learn, and believe, that if
you are going to live up to your commitment, they too must
live up to their commitments. 

If you and your child will take the time to write down
these goals and a plan and commit to the plan, you can
work as a team to accomplish your desired goal or objec-

tive.

Make It A Team Sport
Parent/coaches have a ten-
dency to give their children
all the guidance and knowl-
edge they possess and then
they send them out on their
own to make their own suc-
cess. I found that this was
not the most productive way
for us. We are a team. We are
best buddies. When there is
failure, I accept a portion of
that failure. Sometimes that
can be 100% of it and some-
times only a small portion,
depending on how well I
had her trained and pre-
pared. When there is suc-
cess, I enjoy it. And I believe
she enjoys the fact that I feel
accomplishment right along
with her. We are a team and

we love to win together! There is no better feeling than for
a parent/coach and a child to share winning together.

Another aspect of this “Make It A Team Sport” is par-
ent/coaches must set aside their egos and allow others to
help. My archery daughter would not be where she is if it
were not for the help of many top archers who have cared
enough to give advice on how we can help her better. They
all have shown the utmost respect for what is best for her.
They never coach her at an important shoot. They will
observe and let me know how she might be training to cure
a problem or what adjustments to make to her bow to max-
imize success. Parent/coaches, you must allow this to hap-
pen. Listen to the people who know their business. Be will-
ing to try new ways to assist your child to succeed. Your
child is more important than your ego.

The team sport concept will allow for dramatic “high
fives” in success and the sharing of tears in defeat. Nothing
bonds parent/coaches to their children more than this!

Training To Win
If the parent/coach and child agree that winning is the
objective and goal, you must train your child to win. I break
this down into four categories: Equipment, Physical
Training, Mental Training, and Love of Sport.

Quality equipment is a must if your child is to compete
with the best. Parent/coaches must do the research neces-
sary to determine what type of equipment is best for their
children. Never let your child be at a disadvantage before
they even start the competition by not obtaining proper
equipment.

ARCHERY FOCUS Volume 4, Number 3, 2000

continued next page

“As a coach I must create an
atmosphere that is separate
from that of being a parent,
one that is easily identified by
the child.”

Anna and her Dad at the historic Seneca Lodge in
Watkins Glen, NY, site of the 1999 NFAA Outdoor
nationals.



Physical training is a personal choice for each competi-
tor. Parent/coaches must find the training regimen that cre-
ates the most success for the child. I have found that cross
training is the most beneficial and fun way for my children
to stay on target with their training schedules. We no longer
just train their sport every day. We use weight workouts
and cardiovascular workouts to break up the typical sport
training. Parent/coaches, again, must research what is
working for the top athletes in their sport and institute all or
a large portion of this into their child’s physical training
schedule. As we have all heard, perfect practice is the key!

Mental training separates the gold medal winners from
the rest. No aspect of sport is more important. I truly believe
that mental training makes up 80% to 90% of a top athlete’s

success. We started mental training with our daughters
with their first words. It was never “If I can do it . . .,” it was
“When I do it . . . .” It was never “I hope to,” it was “I will.”
We started visualization techniques at the age of six. For
example, my archery daughter had an NFAA and a Vegas
target on her ceiling to stare at as she went to sleep each
night. We told her to visualize her arrows striking the “X”
ring until she fell asleep. At age nine we started her on self-
hypnosis. There are many excellent books on the market
that can assist parent/coaches with these processes. Take
the time to research them and develop your own plan of
how you want your child to learn these techniques. A good
mental training program will make all the difference in the
world for your child athlete.

Last, and most important, your child must have a love of
the sport. No amount of pushing by the parent/coach, no
amount of physical or mental training will make a child suc-
cessful if they do not have a love of the sport. It is the par-
ent/coach’s job to create an atmosphere that is fun and
rewarding for the child athlete. If you do not, your child
will not remain in that particular sport for long. It can be
intense, it can be sometimes grueling, but along with this it
must include fun. Be creative and take the time to create fun
in training.

Of all the successes I have had in my life, nothing can
compare to the feeling I get in being a Parent/Coach of a
wonderful child! 

Good Luck and Good Coaching.

Lyle Stratton
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To make this article complete, we felt we needed to hear from
Anna Maria Stratton. She graciously agreed to answer our ques-
tions. Ed.

AF How do you separate the role of coach and father?
Anna Maria It is very tough, as you well know, to separate
coach and father. When we aren’t shooting archery, we try
to do things that don’t involve shooting like four-wheeling
or me talking to him about my school work. The subject of
archery comes up most of the time, but only because most
things in my life involve archery.

AF Do you feel increased or decreased pressure to score
well because your coach is your father?
Anna Maria Of course, there is a little of both. I would say
there is mostly increased pressure because sometimes in
my mind I feel that if I have had a bad shoot that he is going
to be disappointed and not love me as much because of it,
but we go over this over and over again. No matter how
good or bad I do, he will always love me and be proud of
me for what I have accomplished, no matter if it’s in school,
attitude, archery, or just plain being a daughter.

AF How does it change your relationship with your dad?
Anna Maria Being a coach and a father brings my dad and
me so much closer! We have spent so much time together
and have become like best friends. Many fathers leave their
children at home when going to the shoots because they
feel it’s “their time,” but that is something my dad has
never done. He has always put us kids before any friend or
activity. I have learned to respect him as a father and a
coach while he has learned to respect me as a student and
a daughter. Our relationship has become so much closer

because of archery.

AF What attributes do you think are important for a parent
to have if they are considering coaching their own child?
Anna Maria I think that there are many attributes for a par-
ent to have in order for their child to be successful. I think
the number one attribute is that the parents need to put the
children first. They need to be able to put off appointments
so the child can get practice in or attend a shoot. That is
something I have luckily not found a problem with.
Another one is providing discipline and sticking with it.
Take away important shoots because they haven’t practiced
and don’t give it back to them. I have had more than one
shoot taken away because of attitude or not practicing. A
third one is demand respect and treat your child as an
adult, not a little kid. Demand that your child gives you
respect at all times. I have had problems with back talking
and not shutting up and just listening. I think I’ll always
need practice on that one, but treating your child as an
adult helps so much. We learn to talk, to discuss things, and
to not argue about things. I learn to show class and talk
with adults without sounding
like a little girl. Because of this,
I am accused of being older
than I say I am. I have been
protested before that I was
lying about my age, which is no
insult to me or my father. These
are three that I consider impor-
tant.

Anna Maria Stratton

According to Anna Maria . . .
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Many archers find that just as they start to get into the swing of
things in archery, they also start to encounter shooting problems.
These “problems” can range from feeling tired after shooting only
a short period of time to consistently shooting too high (low, left,
…). You will probably think that if you just keep shooting, the
problems will work themselves out. Well, some types of problems
can be solved with more shooting, but for others - especially those
relating to form - you need to pinpoint the problem, then find a
solution. Just like bad habits some problems will be harder to fix if
they are given more time (read “if you practice them”).

F atigue problems are not rare. In fact, as with any other
sport, conditioning is critical to good shooting. If you

are easily tired or seem to run out of energy quickly, as
when you’re not getting through your clicker very easily,
this problem might be easily solved by shooting more fre-
quently. Your muscles adjust to being used. They will natu-
rally become stronger, helping you feel better not just phys-
ically, but also mentally. This will increase your confidence
in getting through your clicker. Although, being weak is not
the only reason that you might not be getting through your
clicker. There are several other reasons, such as not having
your bow arm fully extended while at full draw, or posi-
tioning your draw arm incorrectly, thus not allowing you to
pull through the clicker efficiently. These problems can be
detected by having someone knowledgeable watch you
shoot and look at each part of your form to determine the
problem.

Arrows falling off the arrow rest can also be a big prob-
lem. The first thing to check is to see if you are pinch-

ing the arrow between your index and middle fingers. That
will cause the arrow to move as you draw. Make sure that
you have enough space between your fingers and the nock
so that the nock can release freely and smoothly from the
string. 

Getting too much of a grip on the string can also cause
the arrow to fall off the rest. Find a good and comfortable
grip that will allow your arrow to remain on the rest.
Another thing that might cause the arrow to fall off of the
rest would be if you are pulling the string out and away
from your bow arm during the drawing stage. This can be
corrected by making sure you are pulling back in a straight
line. A straight line pull not only is better form, but it also
takes a lot less energy to shoot your arrows. Always remem-
ber to keep your fingers relaxed and to keep tension out of
your drawing arm and hand.

Hitting your bow arm with the string is another com-
mon problem many beginning archers encounter. This

is not only annoying, but can also be extremely painful.
Some possible solutions for this may be for you to properly
rotate your elbow during the predraw stage, then con-
sciously look at it during the anchoring step. Having the
elbow properly rotated will help avoid hits to the bow arm.
Another thing that might cause you to hit your bow arm
would be a poor placement of your bow hand in the grip of
the bow. Having your hand too far inside the string will
cause the string to hit your arm. To correct this you need to
try different ways of placing your bow hand into the grip.
Some archers even adjust their grips to fit their hand. You
can do this with some putty or even some types of tape
work efficiently. A stance that is too closed can also cause
you to hit your arm. (Be sure to wear your armguard when

R E C U R V E  T E C H  1 0 0

Encountering Problems?
by Jennifer Furrow-Fonua

“You can even “mime” good
shots without your bow but
this, like “air guitar,” should
only be done in the privacy
of one’s own home”
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working on these problems!)

Having arrows wobble during flight is also a common
problem for beginners. Wobbling arrows can be

caused by an inconsistent release. To correct this, try to be
consistent and smooth on your release. You can even prac-
tice your release without shooting a bow by just visualizing
shots. You can even “mime” good shots without your bow.

(This like “air guitar” practice should only be done in the
privacy of one’s own home.) Another cause of wobbling
arrows is the string hitting a part of your clothing, either
your shirt or shirtsleeve or chest protector or even the arm
guard. This can be fixed by having someone watch you
shoot while looking for torquing or even jerking of the bow
on release. Also, look for wear on your chest protector.
Another thing to look for is whether your nocking point is
too high or too low. This can be adjusted by checking the
position of the nock locator with a bow square. Make sure
that the nock locator is not moving. Try adjusting it a little
bit one way or the other, then shoot some arrows. An
archery coach can help you to properly find the right posi-
tion for your nock locator.

Having arrows that group consistently, but in the
wrong place seems to be a frequent problem among

new archers. Some archers find that their arrows are group-
ing too hi8h, some too low, others may be to the left or right
consistently. For arrows grouping to the right, first check if
you are canting or torquing (twisting) the bow. If you tip the
bow to the right, the arrows will go the right of where you
shoot when shooting erect (and to the left if you cant to the
left). If this is what you are doing, see if you are grasping
the bow too tightly (a common cause of bow torque). If your
grip is loose, but solid, try repositioning your grip on the
bow. This could help to correct the problem. Another easy
fix might be that the bow sight is set incorrectly. Try moving
your sight pin to see if you can correct your grouping. 
Another thing to do is to check your arrows. If they are
underspined they will shoot to the right (and if overspined,
to the left – all of these directions are for right-handed
archers). This can be corrected by adjusting arrow length
and weight. Longer and heavier arrows (same shaft) will be
weaker spined than shorter, lighter arrows. The easiest way
to adjust arrow weight is by changing point weights. Also,
check to see if the vanes or feathers properly clearing the
bow. If vane/feather clearance is the problem, using small-
er vanes or feathers will correct this. 
If your arrows are grouping to the left, you may be using
the wrong eye to aim with. It might not be overt, but some-
times a dominant “off eye” takes some control over your
vision during shots. Have someone watch you too see if
they can tell if you shooting with the wrong eye. Also, do an

“Have someone knowledgeable
watch you shoot and look at
each part of your form to
determine the problem.”

continued next page
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eye dominance test to see if you are shooting with the prop-
er eye. Another thing that you can check is if your arrows
are overspined, this could cause a left arrow. Using a lighter
spined arrow will help. For left arrows there are also many
things that can be the same as with right grouping arrow,
such as canting or torquing the bow, or an incorrect sight
setting.

Arrows that are grouping too high or too low are most
commonly linked to improper nocking position. Moving
the nocking position can adjust arrows that are placing high
or low. Moving your bow arm upon release can also cause
arrows to go either high or low, but you won’t usually be as
consistent with this error because of the variation in how
much you move the bow. Make sure that you have a con-
sistent and solid follow through. Leaning forward or back-
ward can also cause arrows to group too high or too low.

As you can see, there are many problems that you as a
beginning archer might encounter. I hope you aren’t daunt-
ed by their number. I tried to cover quite a few because
most archers are only working on just one or two at a time
and I want to help you identify your problems and also to
realize that they can be fixed with a little work. The key in
this sport is to be consistent. Having smooth and consistent
form is the ideal in archery. Aim for the top and remember
that you can’t get help if you don’t ask for it! All archery
instructors and coaches have encountered many of these
problems (often in their own shooting!), so if you are in
need of some help or advice just ask. I’m confident that they
will be willing to help you work through any trouble you
might have!

Good luck and good shooting!

Jennifer Furrow-Fonua is one of
Archery Focus magazine’s most
prolific authors. Jennifer writes
on all things recurve, having
shot one for many years. Jennifer
currently lives in Salt Lake City.
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Well it’s 3:00 in the morning, I can’t sleep, and I’m hungry. I just
finished a couple of night shifts and, as I do every week, I am try-
ing to stumble back into the “daytime” world.  So I pick up the
latest archery magazines to see what the archery world has to say,
I come across this article about how to make “perfect arrows.”
Having written a few articles myself on the subject, I was curious
to see what this chap had to say. I didn’t get two paragraphs into
the thing before this guy starts talking about floating your arrows
in the bathtub before you fletch them. “Oh, for cryin’ out loud,” I
say, with enough volume to wake the entire family. This is not the
first time I have heard of using the bathtub method to fletch your
arrows. This theory has been around for a few years and it’s
spreading like wildfire. I close the maga-
zine, throw it on the counter. It was the
same old stuff. Another article full of high
tech ideas that people swallow up as
eagerly as their morning coffee. I prompt-
ly sit down at the computer. So it’s here
you find me, at 3 AM, ready to set the
record straight.

I am constantly baffled at the num-
ber of people who are so eaten up

with the “high-tech” of archery. These
same people try to sell these ideas to
the general archery public. They
believe in quick fixes and try to “buy”
their scores. You can spot these
archers from a mile away. They usual-
ly have a variety of contraptions such
as calculators and computers clinging
from their quivers. Occasionally they
need an extra pack on their quiver
belt for things like their calculus book
or maybe a small bathtub (smile). The

sad thing is, they actually believe in these cockamamie
ideas, stating “You can’t win without them.” These same
individuals scare off half the people who come into this
sport. God help us all when a novice archer runs into one of
these high-tech gurus and becomes overwhelmed with
mountains of technical information. A beginner simply
doesn’t have the archery knowledge to weed out the good
from the bad and make it work for him. It sounds too com-
plex, so he eventually drops out of the sport. Even worse,
one of these eager beginners may tend to believe this stuff
and low and behold, the guru has been cloned.

For those of you not familiar with some of the so-called
“technical and intellectual grand
canyons” that you must jump to be
considered competent in this sport,
let me share with you what I have
read in the magazines just this week.
The bathtub theory goes like this -
floating your arrows in a bathtub of
soapy water allows the arrow’s
heavy side to roll downward. You
mark the heavy side of the arrow
shaft and this is where you place the
cock vane when fletching them. This
makes the arrows you fletch more
uniform. Notice I didn’t say “accu-
rate.” As I was thumbing through the
magazine, I also saw tons of tables
and graphs using math lingo like
“cosine of angle” and “angle in
degrees.” Did you know that an
arrow shot at 300 fps at a target 100
yards away drops 16 feet due to grav-
ity? Who cares! In college, I aced
algebra, trigonometry, and calculus. I
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ForCryin’OutLoud!
by Michelle Ragsdale
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have never, ever, in my 32 years of competitive shooting,
needed to rely on my math skills to make a tournament
winning shot! I know my arrow goes lower when I shoot
long distances and I know it will impact higher when I
shoot up or downhill. How do I know this? I practice.

There are also countless ads selling computers you can
carry in your quiver to help calculate how much yardage to
take off when shooting up or down hill. Did anyone say
practice?

My personal favorite is when I hear people say “It takes
three dozen arrows to get one good dozen.” Who are these
people? Do they have over-inflated egos to think they can
match the arrows better than
the arrow manufacturer? As
an Easton Advisor I can con-
fidently say each and every
arrow I have ever shot (30
years running now) is
already in better shape, right
out of the box, than I am.
People also claim you need to
weigh each arrow to be sure
they are uniform. In fact, they
call it a “fundamental neces-
sity.” I say it’s a waste of
time. I have never weighed
an arrow in my life. I couldn’t
even tell you what my arrow
weight is. I only know the
point weight because it’s
written on the package; that’s
a ‘no brainer.’ I could care
less if one of my arrows was
a few grains heavier than the
other arrows. If it goes in the
middle, mission accom-
plished.

I hope by now you can
get the jest of where I am
going with this article. Keep
it simple. Don’t allow your-
self to be caught up in the
high tech language that some
people so fluently speak. All
they are doing is inventing more excuses for their poor per-
formance. By having something else to blame, they are side-
stepping the real solution to the problem - practice.

If you want to become more proficient with your
archery skills, here is my solution. Spend 95 percent of your
time on you and 5 percent on your equipment. I guarantee
your equipment is more “machine like” than you can ever
hope to be. The secret to being a good competitor is to be
repeatable and to know how your equipment performs
under certain conditions (i.e. uphill, downhill, rain, and
wind). The only way to become repeatable is to practice.
Shoot hundreds and hundreds of arrows a week. Develop
your muscle memory. When you can honestly say that you
are making better shots than your bow, then tune up your
equipment. Knowing how your equipment performs in
adverse conditions means you must shoot under adverse
conditions. Go shoot in the rain and wind. You don’t need a
computer to tell you how much to take off on an uphill shot.

Go out and shoot a variety of uphill or downhill shots.
Don’t be tempted to take the “easy” way out by using a
computer. There is too much room for error. The more you
know about your equipment the better shooter you become.

M y thoughts on arrows are these. I have fletched my
own arrows (minus the bathtub) for twenty years. I’m

pretty medium at it, but I get the job done. I don’t care what
they weigh as long as they all have the same fletch, nocks,
and points. I periodically inspect them to be sure there are
no cracked nocks, loose fletches, or dinged up shafts. The
bottom line in defining arrow accuracy comes from shoot-

ing the arrow. There’s that
word practice again. Number
each arrow so you can keep
track of its performance.
Dedicate a target to each
individual arrow and shoot
until you see a pattern devel-
op for that arrow. Disregard
any “bad” shots. Occasion-
ally you may find one arrow
that consistently hits slightly
off its mark, even if it weighs
the same. Don’t over analyze
it. You may not want to shoot
it in competition but it’s still
safe for leisure shooting. By
the way, it takes a pretty bad
fletching job to screw up an
arrow’s accuracy. I could
give any “high–tech guru” a
dozen arrows that I fletched
and he wouldn’t shoot any
better or worse than he does
now. Why? The arrow was
never the problem.

Don’t waste your time
and energy on the technical
aspects of the sport.
Equipment set up and main-
tenance is easy when com-
pared to the physical and
mental roadblocks we need

to overcome to refine our skills. We need to be preaching
this to the people coming into our sport. If you want to help
a new archer, then send a clear message that it’s just like any
other sport - you get out of it what you put in. I spend three
hours a day shooting my bow and another six hours a week
at the gym weight training. To top it off, I run 6-8 miles a
week for cardiovascular fitness. It’s hard work, but the
rewards are monumental. Buying the latest gadgets will not
improve your score and there are no substitutes for hard
work and practice. And you don’t need a degree is nuclear
physics, despite what you read in the magazines.

Our minds play an important role in how were per-
form. Probably more so than anything we do physically or
technically in our archery endeavors. Henry Ford was cor-
rect in saying “Those who think they can and those who
think they can’t are both right.” Keep your mind free and
clear of unnecessary mumbo jumbo. Our minds interfere on
a regular basis with our ability to perform, especially under

Drawing by 
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pressure. The only things necessary for success are a clear
mind, confidence, and a strong body.

We are all responsible for the survivability of our sport,
especially bowhunting. If you are the “club hero,” I urge
you to pay attention to how you affect those around you.
Listen to yourself. Do you tend to get carried away and
make it harder than it is? Do your listeners look glass-eyed?
It is everyone’s responsibility to bring more archers into the
sport and to not push them away. My message to the new
people in archery is this. Welcome. Find a good mentor.
Someone who works hard day in and day out and never
makes excuses. This is the kind of person you want to emu-
late. Don’t be fooled into believing you need to master the
so-called necessary technical skills to be successful. Spend
additional time at the practice range. Blame yourself first,
your equipment second. Most importantly, the next time
you shoot with someone who is frantically punching num-
bers into a calculator while mumbling geometric formulas,
just smile and walk away.

Respectfully submitted,

Michelle Ragsdale
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Michelle Ragsdale is a four time world champi-
on who has been competing on the professional
circuit for 22 years. her major sponsors are PSE
and Easton. She lives in Tucson, AZ with her
husband of 21 years, who is also an accom-
plished archer. She is the mother of two children
ages 17 and 15 and works as a registered criti-
cal care nurse.

Need a Date?
ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/

IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net

NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org

NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/

NFAA (National Field Archery Association) 
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers 
412-884-4760

Becoming an Outdoors Woman 
715-228-2070

Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965

Northstar Sportsmans Club 
218-547-3890

Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889

Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993
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Could something as simple as having a bow with the wrong
draw length be the reason so many archers quit shooting?

The draw length of a compound bow is the sum of an
engineered power stroke plus the brace height and 

13⁄4¨ added for arrow point clearance. Brace height is the
distance from the throat of the grip to the string
(undrawn). The power stroke is the distance the string
moves from the rest position to full draw (coinciding with
the lowest holding weight in the valley of a draw cycle).
For instance, a bow with an 81⁄4˝ brace height plus the 13⁄4˝
point clearance and a 20˝ power stroke will yield a 30˝
draw length. In the early days of modern archery there
were differences in the measuring of draw length, mostly
brought on by varying riser thickness, so the AMO
(Archery Merchants and Manufacturers Organization)
formulated the above-mentioned definition. It is still not
uncommon for the AMO draw length written on the
sticker of a bow to not match the actual draw length of
that bow. This is understandable because of all of the vari-
ables that affect the draw length of a bow – string length,
cable length, the positions of the draw weight adjustment
bolts, and several other factors. However, the draw length
of the bow is not the problem,
the problem is that most of us
choose a draw length without
knowing how to properly shoot
a bow.

If you chose your draw
length like most of us, it went
something like this. You walked
into an archery shop and after the usual chit chat about
wanting to get started in archery, you were handed a light
fiberglass recurve bow with an arrow permanently
attached. This arrow had numbers in 1˝ graduations that
correspond to the AMO draw length standard. Then you
were asked to draw back this bow until the index finger
on the string touched the corner of your mouth. After
reading the number at the face of the bow, the sales per-
son had you draw compound bows of several different

draw lengths around that length. After comparing them
you were asked, “Which one feels good?”

Unfortunately what feels best to someone who has
never drawn a bow is a position approximately 2-3 inch-
es past his or her proper draw length. This happens
because it takes muscles that we don’t general use to
draw and hold a bow correctly but, if you draw a few
inches beyond this point the load transfers from the unfa-
miliar muscles (back muscles) to your arm and shoulder
muscles. Your arm and shoulder muscles are everyday
muscles and these ‘new found’ archery muscles are not.
So it’s only natural to draw past our correct draw length
to a more comfortable place that is easier to hold. It is not
the right place, but it is a more comfortable place. This
chosen length usually sticks with archers for the rest of
their archery lives. I believe this deceiving instance is the
reason most archers have the wrong draw length.

Most of us choose our draw length based on comfort
and not by using proper shooting form and then match-
ing a bow’s draw length to that form. This happens
because we are not shown how to hold and shoot a bow
before we purchase a bow. The techniques that promote
optimum accuracy have been poorly communicated.

Thankfully, there are some top
archers and coaches who have
realized that this is the reason
most archers are having shoot-
ing problems. (I think that this is
a natural part of a sport’s evolu-
tion – the best in the sport play-
ing a major role in their sport’s

ultimate success by unselfishly sharing what they have
worked so hard to learn.) We need to remember that mod-
ern archery is a young sport, we – archers, archery shop
owners, and bow manufacturers – are all still learning.
The archery industry is now collectively concerning itself
more with issues like draw length and teaching correct
form. The lines of communication and information are
opening up. Professional coaches and archers are now let-
ting us in on what they consider to be the core of good
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Draw Length
Could it Be Archery’s #1 Problem?

“His shooting improved
tremendously after we
shortened his draw length
from 29" to 25".”

by Rocky Orlandi
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shooting. It all starts with a basic form and the correct
draw length to match that form.

Using the wrong form and draw length to match that
form will keep you from reaching your full potential as an
archer. It is the single biggest reason we can’t hold our
bows still. If you can’t hold your sight still enough, you
will develop bad habits trying to steady it. These habits
come in many different forms, some of them cause us to
totally lose control of our shooting as with flinching, snap

shooting, and freezing (Been there, done them all). These
seemingly incurable maladies may be archery’s biggest
enemy. They will frustrate you to no end and they have
driven many people out of archery. Who wants to be frus-
trated? This is supposed to be fun!

I can sympathize with coaches and the pro shop staff
who are trying to adjust archers‘ form and draw lengths.
I have been helping ten people in my archery club with
their shooting. Every one of them has had to have his
draw length shortened to some extent. This was a difficult
transition because these archers have been practicing the
wrong form for a long time (some of them have been
shooting with too long a draw for over 20 years). 

One of the ladies that I coach has been having prob-
lems and has been discouraged with her shooting. It all
came together that night we shot in the NFAA mail-in
indoor tournament, she was so pleased with herself she
was actually dancing between ends. It is such a great feel-
ing as an archer and coach to know that you just helped
make a life long archer. She has reached a place in archery
that all archers need to be, satisfied with their own per-

formance. In the past, the harder she tried to improve, the
worse she would shoot. This is a common trait of archers
that have bad form and an improperly fit bow. After fit-
ting her equipment to her new form, we began training.
The training started with her feet and ended between her
ears. She was skeptical and concerned because at first she
was shooting worse than ever. Through it all she kept her
faith in what she called “this strange method.” She has
only been using the correct form and draw length for a
few months. Her scores are continually getting better and
have surpassed her old best scores. She is excited and
happy about her archery future and that’s what it is all

about – being happy, satisfied, and having fun!
Most of the bows that I had to shorten for these friends

would just barely adjust short enough. Some bows had to
have shorter strings installed. Installing a shorter string
affects the bow’s engineered performance, but it may
save you from having to buy a new bow. If you can make
the bow’s draw length match your correct form, the gain
in shootability will outweigh the performance loss (I
wouldn’t shorten the string more than 1” from the manu-
facturer’s recommended string length). One archer, 5’4”
tall, purchased a 29”-31” $600+ bow that is now useless to
him and can only be sold for a fraction of what it cost. His
shooting improved tremendously after we shortened his
draw length from 29” to 25” and taught him how to use
his back muscles to draw and hold the bow. He has put a
great deal of effort into this transition. I am very proud of
his accomplishment as is he. He has been an archer for
over 20 years and never shot over 350 in a NFAA field
round (560 possible). I am extremely proud to announce
that he is knocking on the door of the magic 500 number.
There is no doubt in my mind or his that he will break
500. This draw length stuff really is important as this
example proves. I know that there are many other factors
to consider such as holding weight, physical condition-
ing, mental training, etc, etc, but if your draw length and
basic form are not right, you will never be able to move
on to these other important factors.

In my last archery class, one of the guys told me that
he had just left an archery shop where one of the sales-
men was trying to sell someone the wrong bow. He
stepped in and politely described what the consumer
should look for in his form and draw length require-
ments. That is what this whole article is about, spreading
the information that so many desperately need. It can
only work if everyone joins in and spreads the word. It
will take a team effort, from manufacturers, pro shop
staff, and individual coaches and archers, but it may ulti-
mately be what it takes to boost archery’s popularity. 

And then who makes out? All archers, that’s who!
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Rocky Orlandi, shown in the picture with his
two sons Tony (blue hat) and TJ (red hat),
spends most of the outdoor tournament season
coaching his all-star baseball player sons. He
still manages to average 540 (out of 560) on
NFAA Field rounds.

“Unfortunately what feels best
to someone who has never
drawn a bow is a position
approximately 2-3 inches 
past his proper draw length.”

“If you can’t hold your sight still
enough, you will develop bad
habits trying to steady it.”



Butch Johnson

Q How does it feel to
compete in your third

straight Olympic Games?

ATo compete in my
third games is a great

feeling. Being able to com-
pete on this level and rep-
resent my country is a
great honor. Being my
third games makes it easier
because I know what to
expect.

Q How will your training this year differ from other
years?

AThis year my training will be more intense. I have a
much more aggressive schedule planned. Also, a good

part of the year I will be training with Karen (Scavotto) so
we will be able to push each other.

Q Other than the Olympic Games, what tournaments are
you most looking forward to this year, and why?

AI am looking forward to the tournament in Turkey
(Grand Prix of Turkey) and the one in Germany

(Tournament of Nations). I enjoy the international events
(and) competing with the other countries.

Q Are there any special sacrifices you are making this
year to accommodate your preparations for the

Olympic Games?

AI have quit my job as of April 1st so I will have more
time to train. In the past I found that working made it

very difficult to train due to lack of time.

QWhat is the biggest motivation in your training?

AMy biggest motivation for training is my desire to
medal.

Q Who do you think will be your toughest competition
at the Olympic Games?

AI think the toughest competition will come from Italy
and Korea.

Karen Scavatto

Q What were your initial feelings upon making the 2000
Olympic Team?

AI was very excited to make the 2000 team. It has been
my goal for quite a few years now to compete in the

Olympics and now all my hard work has paid off. I am
looking forward to this coming year, especially the opening
ceremonies and the competition.

Q How will your training this year differ from other
years?

AMy training will be similar to last year prior to the
(Olympic) trials with a little more intensity. I will be

shooting with my coach (Butch Johnson) several times this
summer, practicing and scoring qualification rounds and
elimination matches. And, of course, all the international
events that the (Olympic) team will be attending will help
prepare me as well.

Q Other than the
Olympic Games,

what tournaments are you
most looking forward to
this year, and why?

AI am looking forward
to the Grand Prix

tournaments in Turkey and
Germany. I haven’t shot in
many international events
and I will like to see what I
will be competing with in
Australia. I am also look-
ing forward to the Jr. Worlds in France considering it’s my
last year in JOAD (Junior Olympic Archery Development).
It should be lots of fun.

Q Are there any special sacrifices you are making this
year to accommodate your preparations for the

Olympic Games?
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Olympic Team Interviews
—Butch Johnson and Karen Scavatto  

N A A  N E W S

Karen Scavatto

This is the second of a three-part series leading up to the Olympic Games in which members of the U.S. Olympic Team answer ques-
tions about their preparation for the Games. This installment features Olympic Team members Butch Johnson of Woodstock, CT, and
Karen Scavotto of Enfield, CT.

Butch Johnson
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ASo far I have made a lot of sacrifices to make the
Olympic Team and now that I am on it there shouldn’t

be too many more. I did have to finish high school early in
January so I am missing out on a lot of the senior activities.
I’ll still be able to graduate with my class and also attend
prom and all that fun stuff. This also means that I will have
to put my social life toward the back burner until the Games
are over but my friends support me 100% so it shouldn’t be
all that difficult. 

Q What is the biggest motivation in your training?

A The biggest motivation would have to be the dream of
medaling. If I go through a tough time I just think

about how long it took me to get here and all the hard work,
and that seems to keep me going. Also my coach (Butch
Johnson) will keep me motivated. He won’t let me get lazy
when we are practicing so it will only make me a stronger
competitor.

Q Who do you think will be your toughest competition
at the Olympic Games?

AI think our toughest competition will be the Koreans.
They have a strong team and always perform well at

the games.

The National Archery Association has instituted a Senior Training Program to begin in 2000. The program will be run
similar to the NAA Junior Olympic Archery Development program, but with higher goals that offer a challenge for the
adult beginner, as well as the experienced archer.

There has been a great amount of interest in the program thus far. The Senior Training Program is an easy addition
to any club’s existing programs. It is also perfect for pro shops without youth programs, and for those who want to
add something different to their existing league formats for their adult members.

Signup fee is $50. However, existing JOAD and College Clubs may add this new program to their membership for
an additional $25 in annual dues. Existing adult clubs may also add the JOAD program for an additional $25 in annual
dues.

Achievement patches can be earned for both Indoor and Outdoor rounds. Patches for the Indoor Round are Navy
Blue lettering on a White background for the Recurve/Longbow division, and Dark Red lettering on a White back-
ground for the Compound division. The reverse lettering/background is used for the Outdoor Rounds. Achievement
patches may only be purchased by NAA-affiliated clubs.

The achievement levels are

Indoor Round Recurve/Longbow Compound

Bowman 60cm face – 100 points 40cm face - 150 points
Master Bowman 60cm face - 150 points 40cm face - 200 points
Archer 40cm face - 200 points 40cm/inner 10 - 220 points
Master Archer 40cm face - 250 points 40cm/inner 10 - 260 points
Grand Archer 40cm face - 270 points 40cm/inner 10 - 280 points
Grand Master Archer 40cm face - 280 points 40cm/inner 10 - 290 points

Outdoor Round Recurve/Longbow Compound

Bowman 80cm @ 30M - 150 points 80cm @ 30M - 180 points
Master Bowman 80cm @ 30M - 200 points 80cm @ 30m - 230 points
Archer 80cm @ 50M - 200 points 80cm @ 50M - 230 points
Master Archer 80cm @ 50M - 230 points 80cm @ 50M - 260 points
Grand Archer 122cm @ 70M - 250 points 122cm @ 70M - 270 points
Grand Master Archer 122cm @ 70M - 270 points 122cm @ 70M - 280 points

Further details and an application may be obtained by calling the NAA office at 719.578.4681.

NAA Senior  Tra ining Program
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Colorado Springs, CO

Richard “Butch“ Johnson (Woodstock, CT) captured his
sixth consecutive national indoor title in the men’s

recurve division, and Karen Scavotto (Enfield, CT) and
Christie Bisco (Raymond, MN) both set world records en
route to winning the women’s recurve and women’s com-
pound divisions, respectively. The tournament was held at
two locations in each of the four national regions (North,
South, East, and West) over the weekends of March 3-5 and
10-12. The scores were then merged to determine the nation-
al champions in each division.

Johnson, 44, who has been named to the 2000 Olympic
Team, equaled his own national indoor record with a two-
day total of 1183 (out of a possible 1200). Johnson’s Olympic
teammate for the upcoming Games, Vic Wunderle (Chula
Vista, CA), 24, placed second with a score of 1172, while Ed
Eliason (Stansbury Park, UT), 62, was third with 1170
points.

S cavotto, 17, also a member of the 2000 Olympic Team,
set a junior (18 and under) world record for the 18-meter

distance with her second round score of 582 on March 5th.

The previous mark of 581 was set by Tatyana Brezna of the
Ukraine in March of 1999. Scavotto finished with a total of
1157. Olympic teammate Janet Dykman (El Monte, CA), 46,
was second with a score of 1142, and Leah Clawson (Evans
City, PA), 19, finished third with 1139 points.

B isco, 17, broke the 18-meter junior and senior world
records on March 4th with a score of 590 (out of a pos-

sible 600) en route to winning the senior women’s com-
pound division. The previous senior world record of 589
had been held by Sweden’s Petra Ericcson since 1997. The
old junior mark of 583 was set in 1998 by Amber Dawson of
Robesonia, PA. Mary Zorn (Warrenville, IL), 17, was runner-
up in the compound division with a score of 1163 while
Becky Pearson (Vail, AZ), 48, placed third with a total of
1153.

In the men’s compound bow competition, Dave Cousins
(West Jordan, UT), 22, shot a double-round score of 1188

to edge defending national champion James Butts (Denver,
CO), 31, who finished with 1183 total points. Dee Wilde
(Pocatello, ID), 49, was third with a total of 1182.

• Butch Johnson Wins 6th Straight National Title
• Scavatto, Bisco Use World Records to 

Claim Women’s Titles

MALE FITA COMPETITIVE RECURVE

John Burkett (McDonald, Pa.)

FEMALE FITA COMPETITIVE RECURVE

Karen Scavotto (Enfield, Conn.)

MALE FITA COMPETITIVE COMPOUND

Michael Heitz (Loami, Ill.)

FEMALE FITA COMPETITIVE COMPOUND

Ashley Kamuf (Dale, Ind.)

MALE INTERMEDIATE RECURVE

Jason Wong (Grosse Pt. Farms, Mich.)

FEMALE INTERMEDIATE RECURVE

Carissa Dragan (Moorpark, Calif.)

MALE INTERMDIATE COMPOUND

Ian Marsteller (Prosperity, Pa.)

FEMALE INTERMEDIATE COMPOUND

Erin Macomber (Marion, Mass.)

MALE JUNIOR RECURVE

Nathan McCullough (Sharpsville, Pa.)

FEMALE JUNIOR RECURVE

Kim Behrends (Bothell, Wash.)

MALE JUNIOR COMPOUND

Chris Glass (Oxford, Mich.)

FEMALE JUNIOR COMPOUND

Anna Maria Stratton (Bend, Ore.)

MALE CADET RECURVE

John Sanger (Richmond, Va.)

FEMALE CADET RECURVE

Caitlin Yates (Unionville, Conn.)

MALE CADET COMPOUND

Jason Cartin (East Helena, Mont.)

FEMALE CADET COMPOUND

Erika Anschutz (Grand Island, Neb.)

2000 NAA JOAD Nat ional  Indoor Champions
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2000 NAA Nat ional  Indoor Champions

MALE SENIOR RECURVE
Butch Johnson (Woodstock, CN)

FEMALE SENIOR RECURVE
Karen Scavotto (Enfield, CN)

MALE SENIOR COMPOUND
Dave Cousins (West Jordan, UT)

FEMALE SENIOR COMPOUND
Christie Bisco (Raymond, MN)

MALE COLLEGE RECURVE
Guy Krueger (Texas A&M)

FEMALE COLLEGE RECURVE
Dawn Chudy (Texas A&M)

MALE COLLEGE COMPOUND
Logan Wilde (Idaho State)

FEMALE COLLEGE COMPOUND
Sally Wunderle (Eastern Illinois U.)

MALE TRADITIONAL LONGBOW
Brian Luke (Louisville, OH)

MALE MODERN LONGBOW
Glenn Meyers (Grand Rapids, MI)

FEMALE MODERN LONGBOW
Susan Kell (Framingham, MA)

MALE AR1 COMPOUND
Larry Townes (Six Lakes, MI)

FEMALE AR1 COMPOUND
Suzanna Bagshaw (West Jordan, UT)

MALE AR2 RECURVE
Jeff Warburton (Lakepoint, UT)

MALE AR3 RECURVE
Karl Keranan (Tustin, CA)

MALE MASTER 50+ CROSSBOW
William Androlia (Malibu, CA)

MALE SENIOR CROSSBOW
Tom Holland (Maspeth, NY)

FEMALE SENIOR CROSSBOW
Carol Pelosi (Greenbelt, MD)

MALE MASTER 50+ BAREBOW
Gene Towne (Blue Springs, MO)

MALE SENIOR BAREBOW
Mark Applegate (Grass Valley, CA)

MALE MASTER 50+ RECURVE
Peter Morell (Baldwin, NY)

MALE MASTER 60+ RECURVE
Bob Walters (Maple Grove, MN)

FEMALE MASTER 50+ RECURVE
Phyllis Shipman (Haleiwa, HI)

FEMALE MASTER 60+ RECURVE
Donna Packard (Vienna, VA)

MALE MASTER 50+ COMPOUND
Robert Baskind (North Hills, NY)

MALE MASTER 60+ COMPOUND
Harold Arrowood (Columbus, OH)

MALE MASTER 60+ COMPOUND
FINGERS
Ronald Raymond (Eugene, OR)

FEMALE MASTER 50+ COMPOUND
Janet Hooper (Hudson, MA)

FEMALE MASTER 60+ COMPOUND
Julia Body (Dushore, PA)

FEMALE MASTER 60+ COMPOUND
FINGERS
Betty Bakken (Mt. Horeb, WI)

MALE FITA COMPETITIVE
RECURVE
Kristopher Carlson (Wrentham, MA)

FEMALE FITA COMPETITIVE
RECURVE 
Jessica Peterson (Malibu, CA)

MALE FITA COMP. COMPOUND
Adam Wheatcroft (Clarkston, MI)

FEMALE FITA COMP. COMPOUND
Amber Dawson (Robesonia, PA)

MALE INTERMEDIATE RECURVE
Jason Wong (Grosse Pt. Farms, MI)

FEMALE INTERMEDIATE RECURVE
Katrina Bue (Export, PA)

MALE INTER. COMPOUND
Samuel Ryan Lance

FEMALE INTER. COMPOUND
Rebecca Orrall (Lakeville, MA)

MALE JUNIOR RECURVE
Nathan McCullough (Sharpsville, PA)

FEMALE JUNIOR RECURVE
Danielle McCullough (Sharpsville, PA)

MALE JUNIOR COMPOUND
Chris Glass (Oxford, MI)

FEMALE JUNIOR COMPOUND
Anna Maria Stratton (Bend, OR)

MALE CADET RECURVE
Jared Juntunen (Shingle Springs, CA)

FEMALE CADET RECURVE
Kendra Harvey (Rio Rancho, NM)

MALE CADET COMPOUND
Anthony Raffa (Rochester, MI)

FEMALE CADET COMPOUND
Erika Anschutz (Grand Island, NE)
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NAA Membership 
ONLY ONE MAILING PER HOUSEHOLD 

 

       CATEGORY                                                                  ANNUAL DUES 
 

   ADULT  (single male or female over 18 years old)                            $32.00 
   ADULT ADD-ON                                                                              $10.00 
 

        BENEFITS  
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * U.S. Olympic Archery Team supporter                                                 * Leadership opportunities on local, state and 
          * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Teams                 national committees and boards               
              which compete in International and National events                   * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps 
          * Instructor and coach certification                                                          * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
          * Event notices and communication updates                                            * Subscription to Official NAA Magazine  
          * NAA decal with new membership                                                  
            
   COLLEGIATE (full-time student)                                                                $15.00 
 

          BENEFITS 
          * Collegiate All-American Program  
          * All the benefits of adult membership excluding Official Magazine                 
 

   YOUTH (18 years old & under)                                                                     $15.00 (1st Youth) 
   YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member)                             $  8 .00  (each Add-on) 
 

          BENEFITS 
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps, Junior Judges Program 
          * Junior Olympic Archery Development Program                                   * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
             in over 300 community clubs                                                                * U.S. Olympic Archery Team supporter 
          * Opportunity to purchase Archery Focus magazine subscription           * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Team 
          *  NAA decal with new membership                                                           which compete in International and National events 
          * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
 
 

   FAMILY                                                                                            $55.00 per family 
 
        *The same benefits as an Adult member as described above, allowing savings for larger NAA member families. 
 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!! 
 

•� Recurve, Compound, Crossbow and Flight Divisions 
•� College Divisions 
•� Junior Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) 
•� Archers with Disabilities Programs 
•� Indoor, Outdoor, Field, Collegiate, Ski-Archery and JOAD National and World Events 
•� Club, State and Regional Tournaments 
•� Olympic and Pan American Games 
•� Junior and Senior U.S. Archery Teams Camps and Training 
•� Educational Programs for Coaches and Judges 
•� Grant and Scholarship Programs 

National Archery Association 
One Olympic Plaza 

 Colorado Springs, CO 80909 
                     Tel (719) 578-4576  

                       Fax (719) 632-4733 
                                                                                                                                                            

10/99
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NAA INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 Return to: National Archery Association of the U.S., One Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 

 Check one 

New        Renewal 

 MEMBER NAME ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 STREET ADDRESS______________________________________________________________________________ 

 CITY_______________________________________  STATE_______________  ZIP CODE___________________ 

 HOME TEL. (_______)_____________________________  OFFICE TEL.(_______)_________________________ 

 FAX # (_______)_______________________________  DATE OF BIRTH________________   

 PRIMARY DISCIPLINE: _______recurve;_______compound;_______other:________________________________________ 

 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:_________-______-___________ (Used as membership number, and to keep from duplicating records) 

 CLUB AFFILIATION (If any) ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Check one 
Adult ($32) 
Adult + Adult Add-On ($32 + $10).…�(Please list name and D.O.B. of Adult Add-on 19 years & older) 

 
     Add-On Name___________________________________    D.O.B. __________  (____recurve;____compound;____other);  
 

Family Membership ($55)   (Place Names & Dates of Birth of additional family members below). 
 
     Add-On(s) _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Youth ($25) Includes Archery Focus 
Youth ($15) Without Archery Focus 

 
Youth Add-On(s) ($8 each additional child to a Youth membership) 

 
         Add-On(s) ____________________________________    D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Collegiate ($25) Includes Archery Focus 

Collegiate ($15) Without Archery Focus 
 

 Name of College/University:_______________________________________________  Planned graduation date:___________ 

 ——————————————————————————————————————�——————————————� 
  

 AMOUNT OF CHECK ENCLOSED $_____________________; or...please charge my credit card (below)       
 

 CREDIT CARD:  _____VISA   _____MasterCard;    Card #:___________________________________ Exp.  Date___________ 
 

 SIGNATURE_____________________________________________________________________________________________       
 

 “�I understand $5.00 of my membership goes toward a year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “�Nock-Nock.”�. 
 

NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS  Please add US$20 to 
your annual membership dues for cost of overseas postage.
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I want to thank the readers of Archery Focus who have written
and e-mailed me about the mental game of archery. I am always
impressed by your commitment, curiosity, and eagerness! The
questions (and answers) often pertain to something most archers
can relate to and are thus worth sharing with other readers.
Archery is really a community where we can all learn from one
another. So, welcome to “It Never Hurts to Ask” and thanks
again, contributors! 

Hi Lisa,
Compared to other sports I’ve played like soccer, lacrosse, and
football, I find that prior to the start of an archery tournament I
wish I had something to hit or have it hit me so as to lock me into
the event. As a result of this lack, I am so “pumped up” nothing
seems to be able to settle me down and my starts tend to be
ragged. Any ideas???
Ragged

Dear Ragged,
Archery sure is different from soccer and football! Contact
sports naturally release that “pumped up” feeling, or phys-
ical energy, through move-
ment, exertion, and aggres-
sion. There is no natural way
to release the physical energy
in archery. You might find it
helpful to exert yourself
before a tournament. Go out for a strenuous run or walk
(depending on your conditioning) until you break a sweat
and work out some energy. Or try jumping jacks, skipping
rope, or doing push ups. Once you’ve worked out some
energy, it may then be helpful to do some deep breathing
and progressive relaxation (where you first tighten your
muscles before releasing them) right before your first end.

Dear Dr. Franseen,
Whenever I don’t do very well at a tournament I find it really
hard to practice for a while. I totally lose my motivation! Even if
I do get to practice, I’m not that focused. I might just fling arrows
or even go home early. Of course, I know that if I’m not practic-
ing enough, I probably won’t do that good at tournaments. If I
could just do better at tournaments, I know I’d be more motivat-
ed in practice. What should I do?

Unmotivated in Memphis

Dear Unmotivated,
You must have some motivation if you bothered to write me
a letter! I’m sure that the vicious cycle that you are in is not
very rewarding. Your poor competitive performance leads
to a decrease in motivation. Less motivation means less
practice. Less practice means poorer performances. It is
definitely time to break the cycle!

I wonder if this has less to do with motivation and
more to do with a lack of trust. Executing a good shot
requires self-trust. You need to be able to trust yourself that
you are capable of shooting a good shot. Where does that

trust come from? It takes hard
work to build. It takes doing
whatever is necessary, whether
or not you want to, to develop
and lock-in your skills. It takes
setting goals for practice and

focusing on those goals. It takes working consciously on
your mental skills. It takes, perhaps, lifting weights and
conditioning your heart and muscles with walking or bik-
ing.

When you know you’ve done all you can to be the best
that you are able, then you trust yourself. When you know
you’ve slacked off in practice and taken the easy way out,
then you will not trust yourself. It’s really that simple. It is

M E N TA L  S K I L L S

About Sport Psychology
by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.

Sport Psychology Consultant to the NAA

It Never Hurts to Ask . . .

“I wish I had something to hit or
have it hit me so as to lock me
into the event.”



certainly not bad to not practice; there are just consequences.
Not having trust in oneself is one of those consequences. So,
if you’re the type that chooses to practice half-fast, then be
realistic about your competitive potential. It’s foolish to
expect success when you’ve been practicing mediocrity. Be
realistic and accept where you are at. Or, change it!

Dear Lisa,
I have been an archer for over 30 years and have never run into
the problem that I am having now and I hope that you can help me
out. As soon as I get up to shoot, I want to immediately let the
arrow go . . . as soon as I start to draw the string my mind just
goes crazy! I want to shoot that arrow and it does not seem to mat-
ter if I am still holding my bow toward the ground or target. I’ve
tried shooting at a blank bale, with and without eyes closed, tried
positive thinking and mental tapes with no success.

Beyond Frustration 

Dear Beyond,
Just think what you’ll learn meeting this challenge! First,
take all the pressure off of shooting an arrow and needing it
to go in the middle. That comes later. For now, work only
with your bow, no arrow in it. Before you pull up your bow,
feel your stance, weight in your feet on the ground. Looking
down, take a deep breath, focusing on the air moving

through your nostrils, going deep, filling your lungs, exhal-
ing fully and slowly. Continue to breathe while you draw
your bow, thinking about posture, back tension, and pulling
the string back to position. Hold it there as your “end
point.” When you’re not on the archery field, visualize
yourself with a perfect stance and a perfect setup. The
breathing is meant to quiet your mind.

Be patient. Repeat this over and over until it becomes
physically comfortable and your mind is very quiet and
focused. It may take a week, a month, or more. When you
do, congratulate yourself! Gradually reintroduce the arrow,
without release, then with release. If you ever experience
releasing too soon again, immediately go back to the first
step. It’s about focusing your energy back into the execution
of the shot; it’s about the process and not the outcome. 

Let me know it goes!

To Dr. Franseen,
I coach several adolescents, both boys and girls, at the local club
in town. They are all talented and want to do well in archery. At

the same time, I notice that they seem to spend more time flirting
with each other and horsing around than they do practicing. This
sort of behavior even goes on at tournaments! And then they won-
der why they don’t do as well as they think they can. I’ve tried to
talk to them about it but nothing changes. Getting mad doesn’t
help. Accepting it doesn’t help. Also, my own kids, who both
shoot, will be teenagers soon and I want to prevent this from hap-
pening. I’m sure other coaches and parents can relate.

Concerned for the Kids

Dear Concerned Coach, 
If you ever find a way to control the hormonal influences of
adolescence, please let me know. In fact, never mind me,
notify the authorities! In my experience, you’re fighting an
endless battle against biology. 

I am planning to write an entire article for Archery Focus
on coaching adolescents but, for now, your challenge is to
accept that teens will be teens. It will save you from hair-
pulling frustration. Let me add that accepting does not
mean that you quit trying to make a difference. I am
reminded of a saying I once read: “Strive for perfection
without expecting perfection.” Translated, go ahead and set
limits, teach the lessons, give the messages, all the while
detaching yourself from the outcome. Adolescents hate for
you to think they’re listening to your great advice, but they
usually are. They may not appear to learn, but they can and
do. You may not see it for a few years, but as young adults
they will reap the benefits of your efforts. Make it fun and
realize that their performance is not your responsibility,
guidance and support is.

If you have a question of Dr. Lisa Franseen, you can ask her by
writing Archery Focus magazine, c/o Lisa Franseen, 5051
Garrison St., #3, Wheat Ridge, CO, 80033, or e-mail at
franseen@pol.net.

You may get your question answered in a future issue of this
magazine. Any published questions will remain anonymous and
confidential. Dr. Franseen will do her best to answer all unpub-
lished questions by mail. Please include your name, address,
phone number, and e-mail address (if you have one).
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“Adolescents hate for you to think
they’re listening to your great
advice, but they usually are.”

“As soon as I get up to shoot,
I want to immediately let the
arrow go.”

Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver,
Colorado and works with athletes
throughout the U.S. She first began
working with archery in 1994 while
at the Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs. From there, she
has continued to help archers of all
levels improve their performance
through mental skills training,
including elite archers at USAT

training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic
Games. Lisa also teaches sport psychology for the NAA Level 3
and 4 Archery Coaching Certification Courses.



What gets accomplished when an amateur bow maker and a “tech-
no-weenie” get together during the cold Christmas holidays in
Canada? Well in this case, they designed a device that accurately
computes and plots interesting bow performance characteristics
from one draw of the bow. More specifically, a device in which
draw weight (force in lbs) and the corresponding draw-length
(displacement in inches) are measured and recorded approximate-
ly 200 times throughout the draw stroke of the bow.
Accomplishing this, we grabbed the first dozen bows within reach
and measured each bow’s performance. It did not take long before
we started doing experiments.

F rom some of the experiments, here is an explanation of
how brace heights affect a bow and a comparison

between self-bows and recurves. First of all, let us get the
terms brace height and draw length out of the way. Brace
height is the distance from the string to the bow at the grip
(when the bow is strung and undrawn); draw length is the
distance from the bow (at the grip) to the string at a full
draw. Many bowyers once assumed that increasing the
brace height of a bow, by twisting the string to make it
shorter for example,
would make it shoot
arrows faster because of
the increased draw
weight and limb strain
that the shorter string
caused. This seemed to
make sense, but actually
was a mistake.

In recurved and non-
recurved bows, increas-
ing brace height actually

slows arrow speed because the bow stores less energy. When
a bow’s brace height is small, the string actually travels far-
ther when pulled to full draw. The greater draw stores more
energy than if the bow were braced higher. In effect, the
bow is partially “drawn” by the shorter string (causing the

larger brace height) and you can only draw it so much fur-
ther. You only get the energy out that you put in. Another
way of looking at this is that the string travels less distance
when the brace height is larger and the arrow can only
absorb energy from the bow when it is attached to the
string.

How is the bow’s energy calculated? The energy of the
bow is a function of the draw length and the draw weight,
throughout the whole draw. When draw weight and draw
length are plotted on a graph, the area below the plotted

line can be measured to determine the energy,
in these cases in inch-pounds (see any of the
accompanying figures). Higher amounts of
stored energy means more energy is available
to be transferred to the arrow. The energy
going into the arrow can also be measured
and the ratio of the energy that ends up in the
arrow over the energy stored in the bow is the
bow’s energy efficiency, an indicator of the
quality of the bow’s design. It is important to
realize that bow design affects how much
stored energy gets transferred to the arrow
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E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I E W  –  R E C U R V E

by Chad Clifford

Bow Performance
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Fig. 1 Comparing Brace Heights

area = 300 in-lb, 10" brace height
area = 373 in-lb, 5" brace height
area = 409 in-lb, 3" brace height

“In recurved and non-recurved
bows, increasing brace height
actually slows arrow speed.”



upon release. A lot of the energy stored in the bow can be
wasted by extra end-tip mass, bulky or long limbs, string
diameter, nocking point indicator mass, and more. The
bow’s stored energy not only moves the arrow, but also the
string, the limbs, etc., in other words, it moves the bow
parts back to their undrawn positions. However, knowing
the energy a bow stores is still a very important part of a
bow design.

Look at Figure 1. This shows the force-draw curves of a
30 lb, 62˝ recurve plotted at three different brace heights. At
a glance, you can see that when the bow’s brace height was
reduced, the energy stored in the bow (indicated by the area
under each line) was greater, hence potentially capable of
producing a higher arrow speed. Increased brace heights
raised the poundage of the bow, but stored less energy
because of shorter string travel. Tests were performed on a
variety of bows with the same results. In short, less brace
height allowed for more energy storage. Of course, if a bow

is braced too low, there would be other problems, such as
declining accuracy. Ideally, the feathers of the arrow should
not hit the bow before leaving the string.

I mentioned something interesting about energy earlier –
the bow’s “potential energy is a function of the draw

length and the draw weight throughout the whole draw.”

This is why a recurve bow of less draw weight can hold its
own with a non-recurve bow of greater draw weight. Look
at Figure 2. This shows the force-draw curve of a 62˝
recurve bow with a draw weight of 30 lbs compared to a 62˝
non-recurved bow with a draw weight of 35 lbs. Both bows
had draw lengths of 26˝ and a brace height of near 5˝. The
non-recurve pulled somewhat evenly throughout the draw.
The recurve, on the other hand, showed different character-
istics during stages of the draw. The reason that this 30 lb
recurve bow stored as much energy as the 35 lb non-recurve
bow was its higher draw weight during the earlier stages of
the draw. The recurve shape of the limbs cause the thicker
(stiffer) part of the limb to be stressed first (and more)
before the tips were engaged. The non-recurve bow distrib-
utes the stress more evenly and hence less effectively. In the
non-recurved bow’s defense, its limbs were not “working”
(being strained) as much as the recurved limbs.

To further prove my first point, the straight bow from
Figure 2 was increased to a 7 inch brace-height and retested
(see Figure 3). As expected, the higher brace height (curve
shown in red) caused the bow to store less energy. As far as
energy storage goes, recurves hold the advantage over non-
recurved bows. 

As a bow-maker, it was satisfying and educational to
have acquired these data on my bows. In the future, we
hope to examine new (or uncommon) bow designs.
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Fig. 3 Recurve vs Non-Recurve (two brace heights)

37 lb, non-recurve, area = 336 in-lb
35 lb, nonrecurve, area = 343 in-lb
30 lb, recurve, area = 354 in-lb

“Bow design affects how much
stored energy gets transferred
to the arrow upon release.”
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Fig. 2  Recurve vs Non-Recurve

35 lb, non-recurve - area = 343 in-lb
30 lb, recurve - area = 354 in-lb

Chad Clifford is a co-founder of the Alba
Wilderness School and Wilderness
Rhythms. He teaches nature-lore, tradi-
tional skills, and camp crafts. Chad is
also an amateur traditional bow maker
who gathers his bow materials from the
woods and likes trying different bow
designs.



So, what is back tension? The term has been used for years with-
out ever being defined and every coach wants his students to use
it. It’s been like a target you can’t see. And, without a well-
defined target, not enough archers have been achieving it. In
order to build good form we must begin by defining back tension
so that, by knowing what it is, we can better achieve it.

Definition Back Tension is the isometric contraction of
the dominant or drawing-side rhomboid muscles,

aided by the levator scapulae muscle,
which causes a micro sliding-rotation of
the scapula toward the spine. At the
same time that this occurs, the trapezius
muscle contracts, locking the shoulder
unit with the scapula and pinning them
both next to the rib cage.

Back tension should be your objec-
tive every time you nock an arrow.
Every piece of your form must be
geared to setting up the proper execu-
tion of back tension. If not, then what-
ever it is you’re doing is wasting energy
or working against your objective.
Worse yet, it may be causing damage to your body for
which you’ll pay later.

So, how do you create back tension? How do you get it
to happen and why is it necessary for shooting good
archery shots? The answers to these questions will get you
on your way to better archery form. Building a form
sequence, which sets up back tension, is your key to shoot-
ing consistently and achieving high scores.

Before I get to that let me ask you, “What is your anchor
point?”

Most people answer with what you’re thinking right

now. You’re thinking “My anchor point is along side of my
jaw or under my chin or string touching nose or . . .” Let me
suggest that you stop thinking about those things and
focus on something more important, optimum draw position.
Every part of your form must relate to your objective of
back tension and the prerequisite for back tension is reach-
ing optimum draw position.

I use the term anchor point very little when I am coach-
ing because it brings to mind images of “stopping” or

“standing still.” These are not images
that help you stay focused on back ten-
sion since back tension, once begun,
never stops or decreases until the shot
has been released. It is particularly
important to avoid stopping when
shooting a recurve bow. 

The term “anchor point” also causes
archers to focus on the relationship of
their draw hand to their face and not on
what is happening in their back and
shoulder. Your real anchor happens
when your drawing shoulder and
scapula attain the position that is most

beneficial to the execution of back tension.
So here is another definition for you – Definition

Optimum Draw Length is that distance the archer draws the
string, using proper body alignment, in order to establish
the optimum skeletal position for executing back tension.
This distance has various secondary reference points on the
face and neck that an archer can use to increase consisten-
cy in reaching full draw. However, primary attention
should be placed on the position of the draw-side scapula
and shoulder unit.

Reaching optimum draw length or optimum draw posi-
tion is, by definition, the prerequisite of back tension and
must also be the focus of each preceding part of the form
sequence. If you don’t set up properly for back tension exe-
cution, you won’t achieve it consistently.

Form Sequence
Each step of your shooting form must be geared for exe-
cuting back tension. Your stance, hand positions, head

C O M P O U N D  T E C H  3 0 0
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Back Tension by Larry Wise

medial deltoid
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trapezius

latissimus dorsi

“Using your body more efficient-
ly than the competition is how
you become successful in
archery.”
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position, raising and drawing the bow must all prepare
you for using back tension to complete the shot. You must
perform a very precise ballet in order to get to optimum
draw position.

At optimum draw position, release shooters stop the
draw movement of the arrow, but the recurve finger shoot-
er does not. He continues the draw movement of the arrow
because he is nearing peak weight and cannot afford to
give up the momentum needed to carry his shot through
the clicker to completion. He might slow the draw process
near the optimum draw position, set his shoulders for back
tension and aiming, but he never stops moving the arrow
or increasing tension until the clicker is activated and the
arrow is released.

If you’re a release shooter, even though you have
stopped moving the arrow across the rest, don’t stop
increasing back tension. You must continue increasing back
tension throughout the shot sequence. If you stop increas-
ing or, worse yet, decrease tension at full draw, then you
have to start the process over again in order to execute the
shot. Restarting back tension is difficult to do consistently
and in a timely manor. Once you start it, keep it going until

the shot is released.
On the bow arm side, your shoulder has been kept in its

downward position from the beginning of the draw and it
remains there throughout the aiming and release sequence.
In that position the force load of the bow is most consis-
tently transferred to your back through bone structure. If
you raise your bow shoulder, muscles must hold the force
of the draw and both consistency and stamina are lessened.

In the optimum draw position both shoulders are set
level with each other, the bow hand and bow arm muscles
are relaxed. The draw hand wrist is straight and relaxed, as
are the forearm and biceps muscles. The draw-side elbow
is held level or slightly higher than shoulders in prepara-
tion for final back tension execution. A touch is established
between the draw hand and some part of your face, jaw or
neck. This touch is secondary to the establishment of shoul-
der position and should not be overemphasized or become
the primary focus of your shot sequence.

Back Tension
Now, with every body part in proper position, you can con-
tract your draw-side rhomboid and levator scapulae mus-
cles. When they contract, your shoulder blade will rotate
and slide toward your spine a microscopic amount pulling
your shoulder and arm with it. This movement is what you
must use to cause the arrow to pull through the clicker or
your release aid to activate. 

The great advantage of back tension is that it uses short
muscles. Using short muscles is more consistent than using
longer, larger ones. Using rhomboid muscles allows you to
relax your less consistent arm muscles, which increases
accuracy and endurance. Using your body more efficiently
than the competition is how you become successful in
archery.

Shoot straight . . . keep well.

Larry Wise
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on
archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting 

Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678,

Mifflintown, PA 17059

Think Success
Successful archers know that if 
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count on your sight to give you the 
same results—every time you shoot.
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to get it right the first 
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“The prerequisite for back ten-
sion is reaching optimum
draw position.”

“Each step of your shooting
form must be geared for
executing back tension.”
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Sounds simple, doesn’t it? This has to be the simplest part of
shooting a bow – just put your fingers around the string and pull
it back. But it’s just not quite that simple to get your arrow spine
to work properly through the “archers paradox.”

F irst of all, your fingers must be placed on the string so
that there is no tension in the back of the hand. Tension

in the back of the hand prevents a good, crisp release and
also causes the shooter to roll the string when drawing the
bow so that the arrow falls off the rest. To avoid this tension
requires a good, deep grip, generally with the string in the
first joint of the top and bottom fingers and falling behind
the first joint of the middle finger. but everybody’s finger
joints do not line up the same. Ideally, the first and third fin-
ger joints should line up.

Now, lets take a look at your hand. Hold your hand
palm side up, fingers together and look at the alignment of
the creases of the outermost joint of the three fingers used
to pull the string. If the joints of the two outermost fingers
line up naturally, you will have a good release if you do
everything else correctly. If they
don’t line up, if that first finger is
shorter (see Photo #1), you will need
to take a deeper grip with the mid-
dle finger. So, put the string right in
the joints of the first and third fin-
gers, letting the string fall naturally
behind the joint of the middle fin-
ger. Once again, if the first finger is
shorter, take a little deeper grip
with the middle finger, as far back
as half-way between the joints. You
may think that you will not get
your fingers off the string but,
believe me, this deep grip allows
you to relax the muscles of the fore-

arm and the back of the hand, thus relieving extra stress on
the upper limb of your bow, and allowing a standard tiller
to work correctly. Think of the hand and forearm function-
ing just like a rope with a hook on the end.

Over the years I have experimented with a number of
ways to deal with the problem of having a shorter first fin-
ger (That’s my hand in Photo #1.). The first and most obvi-
ous, is to “go light” on the top finger, that is to reduce the
pressure on that finger as you draw. This works, except that
at times you forget to do it (or you get under pressure) and
tighten it up. In another attempt I worked quite a bit with
building up the bow string with extra servings below the
nocking point to compensate for the distortion in the string
caused by the shorter top finger. I used this when I took my
record class black bear. (Keep in mind extra mass on the
string will cost you cast.)

Another possible solution is to build up the amount of
leather on your tab or glove, just on the bottom two fingers.
This also seems helpful in balancing the pull on both limbs
of the bow but, recently I have come up with a solution that

I would like you to try if you have
the problem of having a short top
finger. Place the string in the first
joint of the first and third fingers
but all the way back in the second
joint of the middle finger. I know
this sounds like you couldn’t turn
loose of the string but, it can’t hurt
to try it. I find that all gloves are too
short for this technique and with
the tab on the center finger it is also
difficult, so I have a pattern for a tab
I designed that will allow you do to
it. (If you want a copy of the pat-
tern, drop me a line c/o This
Magazine.) This seems to be the

Putting Your 
Fingers on the String

T R A D I T I O N A L

by Dan Quillian

Traditional Instinctive Shooting

Photo #1

Photo #1 The shorter joint in the forefinger is a common
problem that is rarely addressed by archery books or coach-
es, but if you have it, you need to compensate for it.



best method of overcoming this problem that many archers
face without realizing it. If your hand shows the joint on the
first finger shorter than the third finger, give it a try. You
may be surprised at how straight your arrows will fly.
When you can do this correctly, you will have developed
the major part of a good release.

I must take note that modern, Olympic style recurve
bows allow tiller adjustment on each limb. This will allow
compensation for a short forefinger; but is that traditional?

Now, let’s take a look at some of the things that happen
when you’re not placing your fingers properly on the string
and you’re not relaxing your drawing hand properly. If you
try to pull the bowstring with the tips of your fingers, the
tension in your hand will cause the arrow to fall off the rest.
This is why so many beginning archers put the forefinger of
their bow hand on the arrow to keep it from falling off the
rest when they’re drawing the bow. If you have this prob-
lem, get the tension out of the back of your hand and you
will be a better archer.

Another indicator of what your fingers are doing on the

string is the calluses that develop on you draw hand fin-
gers. One of the reasons I prefer a tab over a glove is that the
tab will tell me if I am pinching the arrow by forming a cal-
lus on either the forefinger, the middle finger, or both,
where the arrow is rubbing the fingers (see Photos 2 & 3). I
have seen archers shoot with such pressure on the top fin-
ger that the arrow was actually bent into a downward arc.
Pressure from the bottom up causes the arrow to be shot
from above the arrow rest. Both of these mistakes cause ver-

tical scattering of your arrows.
A callus on the bottom finger is caused by letting up on

that finger at a full draw. This is the one that seems to not
cause too much of a problem with accuracy, but I’ve seen
many an archer’s fingers crack and bleed, becoming quite

painful, which can lead to flinching and other problems.
If you can’t get away from pinching the arrow by pulling

the string instead of the arrow, then your bow is probably
too short for accurate shooting. A short bow has a very
acute string angle at full draw, pushing your fingers togeth-
er, thus causing arrow pinch and affecting your accuracy as
well as creating other problems. Whenever I hear an archer
say he wants one of those little tree bows, I know he is an
inexperienced bow hunter. 

To find out if you are putting your fingers on the string
properly and relaxing your hand and forearm, find a buddy
who has faith enough in you to sit on the ground in front of
you while you draw the bow to a full draw well above his
head. He can see if you are twisting the string with your fin-
gers (string torque). If you are, this throws a wobble into the
rear of the arrow and you need to re-read every word in this
section until you get it right.

Proper technique, proper practice, and properly matched
equipment, will make you a better archer.
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“Your fingers must be placed
on the string so that there is
no tension in the back of the
hand.”

Photo #3

Photo #2

Photos #2 and 3 The arrows show the locations of calluses
from finger pinch. If you have them, it is affecting your
accuracy.
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My last article was an exercise to take tension out of aiming [See
Archery Focus, Vol. 4, Issue 1, “An Aiming Exercise” by Mike
Gerard]. This article is on taking tension out of your body.

I t is fairly safe to say that everyone out there having a bow
in one hand and an arrow in the other would like to be

able to control the level of tension in their shot. Although
this article is tailored towards the clicker shootin’, recurve
bendin’, finger tab wearin’ group, many of the fundamen-
tals discussed apply directly to the compound and release
shooter as well. After all, each of us has the ability to build
tension and to take it away using the same strength . . . your
technique.

As you look up and down a shooting line at an event,
you can always spot archers with good fundamental tech-
nique and style. The funny part is that we tend to predict
that the archer with the best looking form is going
to be the tournament winner. Often this is not the
case. Okay, often it is the case, but for the sake of a
good argument, sometimes an archer has impec-
cable form and technique, but has trouble execut-
ing consistently simply because a shot here and there con-
tains an excess amount of tension in it. In my case, that ratio
is about two out of three. Don’t laugh, it ain’t pretty!

This shot tension variation is also one of the main differ-
ences between shooting in practice and shooting in a tour-
nament. In a tournament, we all tend to twist the tension
tourniquet up a notch or two. Sometimes three or four, but
if we can keep it down to just one or two, we should be able
to perform without cutting off our air supply, producing the
famous “choke” syndrome.

All right, I will quit joking around and get to the point.
The big question is, “How to you keep your tension level to
a controllable level?”

The short and sweet answer is, “If you start off with very
little tension and have a rhythm and or pace to your shot
that is loosed within 4 seconds, the chances of building
enough tension to damage your shot are decreased or
diminished greatly.

Many archers that have great technique, start off with a
high level of tension in their bow arms and/or drawing

arms. The difficult task is to fine tune your style and tech-
nique to include methods that do not build tension. This is
easier said than done, otherwise everyone would have it
under control. Like everything else, the key is to develop
habits that put you in the right place at the right time. This
is were the difficulty comes in.

If you have a great deal of trouble with tension control
(like I do), it is worth taking the time to break down your
shot sequence and identify each part that has the potential
for building tension and the places that “get you” the worst.
Your goal is to be able to come to full draw and begin the
sequence of aiming with as little tension in any part of your
body as possible. The difficulty in breaking out the areas of
highest tension potential is that you can deceive yourself.
You may decide that you have a potential for building ten-
sion in your drawing/release hand. As you focus on this

hand, you don’t realize that
you may be causing this ten-
sion in your drawing hand by
being over extended or locked
on your bow arm side! Next

thing you know, you are wandering aimlessly down the
wrong path trying to fix something that isn’t broken.

So why am I getting you confused and irritated by
pointing out the possible deceptions this early on? Simply
because I do not want you to think about the individual
components of your shot and start a pin pointing/finger
pointing session. I would prefer to get you to identify all the
areas you have for potential excess tension and have them
written on a piece of paper in front of you. Then you are in
a trial and error period of putting together a shot sequence
that is capable of reducing the tension in all of your trouble
zones. By pin pointing, you lose the big picture. You want
to look at yourself as a whole and not a bunch of separate
parts! 

I now list a number of trouble areas and a small descrip-
tion of the effects that can snowball or build from them. 

Bow Hand Having tension in your bow hand or grip can
cause you to torque (twist) the grip as well as having other
difficulties being consistent. There is also the ability to send
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“Remember,
Posture is Power!“

by Mike Gerard



this tension right down your bow arm.
The bow hand is really important
being your only continuous point of
attachment to your bow. If you are
having difficulty relaxing this hand,
often it is caused by a chain reaction of
either incorrect hand placement on the
grip or tension in the bow arm. In
other words, you can be in a position
that will not allow you to relax. If the
reaction of your bow upon release is
not straight toward the target, it will be
difficult to be consistent.

Bow Arm This aspect of your form is
the most important of all and still a
subject of controversy! Your goal is to
have this arm extended straight out
from the shoulder with good geometry
and bone line. You want then to extend
the arm to the target, but without ten-
sion in it! [Just now, half the readers
threw down this article, and the other
half is saying, “Okay, I follow you.“]
So how do you extend the arm to the
target without tension in it? Picture a
shock absorber on your car for a
moment. If it were stiff or rigid, every
little movement would be sent right to
the seat of your pants as you are dri-
ving down the road. Picture your bow
arm out rigid and tight – every little
movement is sent right to your sight
pin with sharp, choppy motion. With

your bow arm relaxed, the sight pin
floats and moves like liquid instead of
like you were driving down a dirt road
in a sports car! You need to let good
body geometry do the work and not
your muscles. 

You also need to keep the ability to
move freely and you must have a
relaxed bow arm to get the best out of
this ability. Ever find yourself getting
stuck somewhere with your sight pin?
The entire round you found yourself
getting stuck in the same place and it’s
not the center. Relax the bow arm, and
it will float right into the middle! One
of the ways that you increase tension

on your drawing arm side is to be over
extended, locked or at the end of your
rope on the bow arm side. Keep a
cushion on the bow arm side, and the
drawing arm will move more freely
when you want it to.

Neck Your neck tends to go unnoticed
because it is not a part of your body
that has been much associated with
your shooting form. Your neck is
important, though, because any ten-
sion in it will surely be transfered to
other parts of your body that are
directly associated with your shooting
technique. For me, it is the one part of
my body that I must tell myself to relax
because I have not found a technique
to relax it. Your neck is also the place
where your brain gets connected to the
rest of your body. How important can
that be? 

Face I have seen archers that have a
face full of tension. Tension in your
face transfers to your neck and to your
eyes. It also affects your anchor caus-
ing your release hand to have excess
tension and less mobility. The face is
another part of your body (like your
neck) in which you may not notice any
excess tension building. It is a place
tension can build and therefore a place
to be aware of. To relax your face, start

with your eyes
and let the tension
roll down your
cheeks and off of
your chin. Relax
your jaw and let
your tongue fall

to the floor of your mouth. You can feel
this relaxation spread even though it is
often difficult to feel tension spread. 

Shoulders Tension in the shoulders is
often caused by poor body geometry.
This forces you to use muscles to make
up for the poor geometry thus creating
tension. Tension in your shoulders has
the ability to spread to other critical
areas – the bow arm, neck, drawing
arm, back, and release hand. It is
important to let your shoulders fall to
their lowest point to make it easier to
be consistent and to release the tension
from them. Since you are not able to

see your own shoulders, it is difficult
to know just when they are in the best
posture or position. The use of either a
mirror, video camera, or a good coach
is essential to get your posture into the
best possible position. Without the best
posture (body geometry), it is impossi-
ble to reach the ultimate in relaxation.
Remember Posture is Power! 

Release Hand Although relieving ten-
sion in the your release hand may
seem obvious, the difficulty in suc-
ceeding quickly is being able to identi-
fy the source of the tension. It seems
that a problem almost anywhere in
your technique has the ability to allow
a little extra tension to creep into your
release hand. A few key instructions
that will aid you are:
• Get a good hook on the string. Get

off the finger tips and get back to
the first joint.

• Be consistent with the wrist of the
drawing hand. Let it hinge natural-
ly so that the back of the hand is
parallel with your forearm. The
angle at the wrist varies with your
build, so the key is to let it hinge
naturally.

• The position of your thumb and lit-
tle finger has a tremendous effect
on your release hand. There is no
one “correct position” for these two
extra digits, so I suggest cutting
them off! (Just kidding.) Seriously,
what you do with your thumb and
little finger needs to be consistent. It
is popular to touch your neck with
your pinky so that you can be sure
to have the same amount of torque
(twist) on the string. The thumb can
be a number of different places.
George Slinzer touched his thumb
to his middle drawing finger to con-
trol his finger roll and finger ten-
sion. Justin Huish has polished a
spot on his tab where he lays his
thumb. Michele Frangilli and Ed
Eliason place their thumb behind
their neck. John Williams kept his
thumb on his pinky finger and kept
the two connected. I let my pinky
dangle in space and lay my thumb
against my neck. Rick McKinney
has his thumb and pinky both
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continued next page

“Your neck is also the place
where your brain gets connected
to the rest of your body. How
important can that be?“
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against his neck in almost the same
exact spot. The list goes on and on,
but the one thing that is consistent
amongst all these archers is that
they do it the same way every time
and get a sense of security from
their chosen method.

Drawing Arm The drawing arm is a
little tricky and here is why. All archers
begin drawing their bows using their
arm muscles, at least until they can get
to the position were their body geome-
try and back muscles can take over.
Often the problem lies in the ability to
transfer the pressure from your arms
into your body. There is rarely a step or
a thought that takes place to ensure
that this transfer takes place. We just
take for granted that the transfer
occurs at the right time because we
practice a lot! But, what happens at a
tournament when we start to tire? We
begin enlisting the help of other mus-
cle groups (often the wrong ones) to
help with the fatigue. The drawing
arm is usually one of the first groups of
muscles called upon for help. To con-
trol this transfer step, be aware of the
position you are in when it takes place.
That way you can have a way of notic-
ing if you are performing the transfer
completely and consistently. It will be

to your benefit to know that this trans-
fer has taken place particularly when
you start to fatigue. Note The transfer
is commonly shifted from your arms to
your body (back) at some point
beyond the halfway point of the draw.
Some archers do it as late as after they
have anchored!

Body The starting point for tension in
your body lies in your base of support
or your legs. By relaxing your feet,
knees, and hips, you will notice that it
is easier to relax other important parts
of your body. You will also notice that
your entire technique is able to be
more fluid. If we start with tension in
our legs, it will build just like the tem-
perature affects a thermometer. It will
climb up your body and effect all those
little places you have no chance of
noticing until it is too late! 

The other major contributor to ten-
sion in the body is again poor geome-
try. Again use a mirror, camera or a
good coach to get good posture. Good
posture will go a long way to help you
achieve a lesser amount of tension on
your muscles. Good posture looks a lot
like a T with a head on top of it when
at full draw. 

So what you want to accomplish is
to work on your technique so as to
have as little tension as possible at the

beginning of your shot. If you start
with less, you will end with less is the
thinking. That brings up the next sub-
ject . . . .

Don’t go away, because the next article is
on speeding up your timing to limit the
amount of time available for tension to
build! Until next time, good shooting!

Mike Gerard joined his first archery club
while still in Little League baseball. After one
year at field archery, Mike joined a JOAD
club in San Pablo, California. He then not
only started shooting in the Men’s Division at
the age of 14, but he won, often setting new
records. Mike made All-American all four
years in college and was a member of the first
USAT team. After working a number of years
in the archery industry, Mike now coaches
aspiring archers while working in retail man-
agement.
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Q In your last issue, Bernie Pellerite told us not to
practice in the rain. Other coaches say we should.
Who is right and who is wrong?

AIn this issue you will hear from Michelle Ragsdale
and Karl Stolleis who are telling you to get out in
the rain and practice. So, this is a good question.

Who is right and who is wrong? The answer – they are all
right!

Before you start thinking I’m crazy, let me explain.
Bernie is right. If you go out and practice in the rain, shoot-
ing a compound bow and a release, you will get target panic
and you will be wasting your time. The reason? Because
rain and wind are not reproducible. If you practice with a 10
mph tailwind and you learn how to shoot under those con-
ditions, how does that help you if the wind is in your face,
or a crosswind, or gusting, or 15 mph? It doesn’t. Practicing
in the wind and rain can only distort your form.

The others are right also! The reason? Because you have
to get out and experience what rain and wind will do to your
shooting and your tackle. You don’t want to experience
these things for the first time during an important tourna-
ment! I had a sight freeze on me in the rain once, so that I
couldn’t move the aperture; I now know how to prevent
that from happening. I need to try on new rain clothes and
see how they fit and how they affect my form. I need to
experience these things, but I don’t need to practice them reg-
ularly.

Frequently archers like you and me are left confused
because we are trying so hard to figure out who is right and
who is wrong. We would be better off looking for the truth
in what each of these fine archers/coaches has to say, even
when it sounds contradictory. I hope this clears up this one!

Q When I shoot the “Vegas” three-spot target
indoors, I often go whole rounds with my shots
grouping in a different place on the bottom right

target than on the first two. What’s up?

ASince you didn’t supply any more information,
there are a whole host of reasons for this. I’ll just go
through them.

I assume you have numbered your arrows; is it the same
arrow each time that finds a different hitting point? If the
arrow is defective, change it. Somewhat more subtle is the
reason that if you shoot your arrows in a sequence based on
the number/symbol on the arrow, it is possible that you do
not have the same trust in that third arrow that you have in
the first two. This can cause subconscious form flaws. Make
sure you cannot read the marks on your arrows as you
shoot them.

It may be fatigue. Yes, there are only three arrows per
end, but I find it difficult to get good practice in the winter
and often the only shooting I get in is indoor leagues which
are once a week usually. In trying to shoot good scores, you
may be running out of gas on the third arrow and dropping
your bow arm (arrow hits low), canting your bow (arrow
hits left or right depending on the cant), or experiencing
other form flaws. Try shooting the targets in another order
and see if it is the low right target you are having trouble
with or just the third target. If it is the third target, it may be
fatigue causing you to “miss” consistently.

Believe it on not, it may be the lighting. Many indoor
ranges are poorly lit. Do you shoot the same lane all of the
time out of habit? Try switching lanes, you may find the
light in another lane more even (uneven light can affect
your perception of the where the spot is).

Try shooting the target upside down (the target, not you
— ∇ instead of ∆). If your shooting improves, it then is not
an equipment problem. It is merely the lighting or a psy-
chological problem.

If you have a coach or knowledgeable friend in your
league who is willing to help, have them scrutinize your
form when you are shooting (under the conditions where
this happens). If you have more than one line of shooters
per end, someone who shoots in another line can do this for
you if it doesn’t disturb his concentration to do so.

Good luck!

We get questions sent in by readers all the time. We decided to try to answer some of them in print because the answers seemed to
apply to a lot of us. If you have questions for us, email them to Questions c/o spruis@inreach.com. We’ll do our best to answer a num-
ber of them each issue. Ed.

Archery Focus
Questions&Answers
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PRODUCT NEWS

Product News
New Archery Products Introduces Universal Broadhead Adapter Rings (U.B.A.R.s)

U.B.A.R.s (Universal Broadhead Adapter Rings) fit all broadheads and shafts! Lets you
shoot any size shaft with any size broadhead. Weighing less than 1 grain, U.B.A.R.s pro-

vide a wider, stronger base where the broadhead meets the small diameter arrow shaft. “One
size fits all.” Retail $3.99 for package of six.

To place an order contact New Archery Products, 7500 Industrial Drive, Forest Park, IL 60130,
phone 708-488-2500, fax 708-488-2515, www.newarchery.com.

Brownell & Company Releases New End Loop Serving Material

Brownell & Company introduces a new, smaller diameter, #2 Special end loop serving material.
This end loop serving material stays in place, offers superior strength and is extremely durable.

The #2 Special material is made to fit all cams.

For more information contact Brownell & Company, P.O. Box 362, Moodus, CT 06469, phone 860-
873-8625 fax 860-873-1944.

Archery Fitness Device Now Available

D eveloped by a Sports Physical Therapist/Archer, Bowfit simulates pulling a
bow. Designed to strengthen upper body muscles and keep muscles loose and

warm. Bowfit weighs only 5 oz., has three different resistance levels, and is
adjustable to your desired draw weight. For both finger and release shooters. Retail
price $19.95.

To order or get more information contact Bowfit, P.O. Box 507, Preston, ID 83263,
phone 888-757-5541, www.Bowfit.com

Balebinder, a New Target System, Introduced by TMC Archery Products

Balebinder, a new archery target system, tightly compresses your choice of core
material providing a large 36˝ x 42˝ arrow stopping surface. If layered filler is used

(cardboard, closed cell foam, etc.), the layers can be restacked and recompressed to
repair shot out segments of the target. The Balebinder is portable, with integrated
wheels and handles for ease of movement. Retail price $129.

For more information contact TMC Archery Products, P.O. Box 1174, McAlester, OK
74502, phone 918-260-5748, www.balebinder.com.




